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Abstract
This work focuses on the application of peer-to-peer protocols in mobile environment. With the increase in computing power and wireless network access
speed, the main shortcoming of mobile devices became the limited battery capacity. Therefore, the solutions and protocols introduced here focus on increasing the
operation time of mobile peers via improving their energy efficiency. This is carried
out by exploiting the characteristics of wireless radio technologies on the software
level, without modifying the hardware of the mobile device.
The two most popular and widely used applications of P2P are investigated:
content sharing with BitTorrent and information storage via Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs). With BitTorrent, the goal is to download the same amount of
data at a lower energy cost. The DHT research focuses on increasing the time that
the peers can stay connected to the network.
Prior to introducing the new protocols and solutions, the results of several
mobile energy measurement experiments are presented. These results highlight
the characteristics of 3G and WLAN wireless radio and their relation to energy
consumption on mobile devices.
The first result group focuses on a proxy based BitTorrent solution referred
to as ProxyTorrent. Thesis I covers the proxy characteristics and their effect on
the BitTorrent network and Thesis II investigates the mobile side and the energy
aspects. The key idea of ProxyTorrent is to use a lightweight proxy with limited
memory capacity (e.g. a wireless home router) to shape the data traffic received
by the phone. An analytical model is proposed for investigating the steady state
performance of a BitTorrent swarm containing limited (proxy) and standard peers.
The model is verified via simulations. Furthermore, the concept is extended to
support multiple proxies which can increase the bandwidth utilization and the
energy efficiency of the participants. Both the single and the multi proxy cases
are also investigated via measurements performed with a prototype system and
real-life BitTorrent content.
The next result group focuses on BurstTorrent, a novel BitTorrent based protocol, which uses bursty data transmission to improve the energy efficiency of the
mobile clients participating in the content sharing process. It is shown via simulations that the protocol can achieve lower energy consumption than standard
BitTorrent if the standard client cannot download at full speed. The piece to peer
assignment problem is related to selecting which BitTorrent pieces should be downloaded from which peers on the protocol level. Several aspects of this problem are
investigated and an approximation algorithm is proposed to quickly find close to
optimal solutions.
The final part of the dissertation focuses on DHT based solutions. This part
presents a modified version of the Kademlia distributed hash table (DHT) protocol,
which can be used in heterogenous networks to introduce load balancing without
ii

incurring major performance degradation. The mechanism enables mobile devices
to efficiently participate in DHTs. The solution is evaluated via a prototype mobile
DHT client, measuring the energy-consumption of mobile phones participating in
the Kademlia-based Mainline BitTorrent DHT. The concept of two-tier DHTs is
introduced as a generalization of DHTs with mobile devices, in which not all nodes
are part of the DHT. Finally, an analytical model is presented to determine the
message overhead of two-tier DHTs, and based on this model, we analyze the
feasibility of P2P SIP (Session Initiation Protocol).
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Összefoglaló
A disszertáció peer-to-peer protokollok mobil környezetben való alkalmazhatóságát vizsgálja. A számítási teljesítmény és a vezeték nélküli kommunikációs technológiák rohamos fejlődésével a korlátos akkumulátor kapacitás vált
a mobil eszközök legfőbb problémájává. Az itt bemutatott megoldások és protokollok célja a mobilkészülékek energiahatékonyságának javítása és ezzel üzemidejük növelése. A hardveres módosítások helyett a disszertációban csakis szoftveres
megoldásokat tárgyalunk, melyek a rádiós technológiák egyedei tulajdonságait kihasználva képesek az energiafogyasztás csökkentésére.
A munka a két legnépszerűbb és leggyakrabban alkalmazott P2P területtel foglalkozik, ezek a tartalom megosztásra és terjesztésre szolgáló BitTorrent,
valamint az elosztott adattárolást és keresést lehetővé tevő elosztott hash táblák
(Distributed Hash Table: DHT). A BitTorrent-nél a cél ugyanakkora adatmennyiség kisebb energiafogyasztással történő átvitele. A DHT kutatások a DHT-hoz
kapcsolódva eltölthető üzemidő megnövelésére irányulnak.
Az új megoldások bevezetését megelőzően számos mobil energiafogyasztáshoz
kapcsolódó mérési eredmény is bemutatásra kerül, melyek rávilágítanak a 3G és a
WLAN használat, valamint a mobilkészülékek energiafogyasztásának összefüggéseire.
A dolgozat bemutatja a ProxyTorrent elnevezésű rendszer. Az első tézis
foglalkozik a megoldás alapjainak tárgyalásával, valamint a már meglévő BitTorrent hálózatokra való hatásával. A második tézis a mobilkészülékek és az energiafogyasztás oldaláról vizsgálja a megoldást. A ProxyTorrent alapgondolata, hogy
egy kis teljesítményű, korlátos memóriakapacitású proxyn keresztül (amely például
lehet egy otthoni vezeték-nélküli routert), nagy sebességű börsztökké ütemezzük
át a mobilkészülék felé érkező adatforgalmat. Egy matematika modell segítségével
megvizsgáljuk a proxy és standard BitTorrent csomópontokat is tartalmazó rajok
állandósult állapotú viselkedését. A modell helyességét szimulációkkal bizonyítjuk.
Ezeken túl a rendszer elosztott proxykon futó kiterjesztését is bemutatjuk, mely
a proxyk alacsony sávszélessége esetén növelheti az energiahatékonyságot. Mind
az egyszerű, mind az elosztott proxyt tartalmazó megoldást megvalósítottuk egy
prototípus formájában és ennek teljesítményét valós környezetben végrehajtott
mérésekkel vizsgáljuk.
Az eredmények következő csoportjában bemutatjuk a BurstTorrent protokollt,
mely a BitTorrent forgalmat nagy sebességű börsztökké ütemezi át a csomópontok
között. Szimulációkkal bizonyítjuk, hogy a standard BitTorrentnél kisebb energiafogyasztás érhető el ha a letöltés nem végezhető teljes sebességgel. Részletesen tárgyaljuk a letöltendő tartalom darabok és a peer-ek összerendelésének problémáját.
Megoldásként bemutatásra kerül egy gyors approximációs algoritmus.
A disszertáció utolsó részében a DHT-hoz kapcsolódó megoldásokat tárgyaljuk.
Egy, a Kademlia DHT protokollra épülő DHT protokollt mutatunk be, mely
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lehetővé teszi, hogy a mobil csomópontok terhelését csökkentsük a DHT-n belül,
hogy hosszabb ideig maradhassanak a DHT-hoz kapcsolódva. A protokollt megvalósítottuk egy mobilkészülékekre írt DHT kliensben, és ezzel méréseket végezve
vizsgáltuk a rendszer teljesítményét. Ezen túl a tézis keretében bemutatjuk a kétszintű DHT-kat, melyek a mobil eszközöket is tartalmazó DHT-k általánosításának
tekinthetők. Az ilyen DHT-ékban a standard, szolgáltatást nyújtó csomópontokon
túl kliensek is szerepelnek. Egy matematikai modell segítségével bemutatjuk, hogy
hogyan viselkednek a kétszintű DHT-k, és megvizsgáljuk egy alkalmazási terület,
a P2P SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) megvalósíthatóságát.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
The mobile industry has developed immensely in the recent years. The convergence
of various device types and technologies resulted in complex and powerful handheld
computers that are on par with personal computers regarding both performance
and functionality. Nevertheless, the most significant shortcoming of all portable
electronics also applies to mobile devices: their operation time is limited by their
battery capacity.
Two approaches are available to extend the operation time. The obvious one
is to design hardware components that consume less energy and design batteries
with higher energy density. The other solution, which is the focus of this research,
is to develop software that uses the system’s resources more efficiently. The main
advantage of this is that the designed solutions can be applied on existing devices
and do not require any special equipment or resources.
Investigating the energy breakdown of mobile phones reveals that
the most significant source of power consumption is the wireless radio
[Creus and Kuulusa, 2007]. In addition to transferring less data and switching
off the wireless radio for longer periods, there is another phenomenon that is exploited by some of the solutions presented in the thesis. Measurements results
[Nurminen, 2010, Balasubramanian et al., 2009, Xiao et al., 2010] show that with
wireless radio, including WLAN and 3G, the higher the bit rate, the more energyefficient the communication is. This suggests that in order to save energy, we
should arrange the activity of content download in a way that the mobile device
operate at a bit rate as high as possible. Basically by reshaping the continuos
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but slow flow of data into short high-speed bursts, the energy consumption can be
considerably decreased.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems operate over a network of nodes that provide services in a distributed manner by the peers themselves instead of using centralized
servers. According to a recent study [san, 2012], P2P applications are still the
second largest source of Internet traffic. With the development of mobile hardware and wireless Internet access, it became feasible to use mobile devices in P2P
networks. This research focuses on the energy aspects of two applications of P2P
in mobile environment: content sharing with BitTorrent and information storage
and retrieval via Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs).
BitTorrent is the most widely used content-sharing solution with over 5 million
simultaneous users. It enables the rapid transfer of data among a set of peers
in a distributed way. The key idea is that the peers that have downloaded parts
of the data start sharing it with the other peers. The popularity of the world’s
first mobile BitTorrent client, SymTorrent [sym, 2012], which was developed in
the preparation phase of this research, clearly shows that today’s mobile phones
can effectively join and contribute to distributed content sharing networks. Since
using BitTorrent on a standard smartphone can completely deplete the phone’s
battery in about 5-6 hours [Nurminen and Noyranen, 2008], improving the energy
efficiency of the solution is necessary to enable real mobile usage without the need
of frequent recharging.
DHTs are peer-to-peer systems that enable the storage and retrieval of keyvalue pairs in a completely distributed and scalable way. The stored data can be
accessed via a lookup service whose interface is similar to a hash table: by providing the key, any node can retrieve the associated value from the network. They can
be used in distributed storage systems, file sharing, service discovery, and, generally, in any kind of system that utilizes a lookup service. Although several DHT
protocols exist with different characteristics, only a few have managed to reach
the state that it has been deployed in a real environment with a high number of
users. Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazieres, 2002] is one of these protocols. It
is used by, among other, the KaD network, BitTorrent and the Osiris Serverless
Portal System. We have implemented the first Kademlia client running on mobile
phones. The experiments with it showed the main shortcoming of Kademlia in
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regard to the mobile usage: mobile nodes receive the same amount of message
traffic as fixed computers since the system does not have any mechanism for distinguishing between the peers based on their capabilities. For instance, in the case
of BitTorrent’s DHT network, the number of messages per minute received by a
mobile node constantly rises, reaching about 300 incoming message per minute in
the third hour after joining. The increasing number of processed messages implies
increasing energy consumption, which limits the mobile DHT clients’ operation
time to a few hours.
The goal of this research is to design and evaluate novel solutions that enable
mobile devices to use the services of peer-to-peer networks energy efficiently, focusing primarily on BitTorrent and Kademlia. By exploiting the energy characteristics
of wireless radio, which is the most significant factor in the energy consumption of
P2P, it is possible to create software solutions that consume less energy, running
on the same hardware. The following open questions are addressed by the thesis:
• What are the main characteristics of wireless radio regarding bursty transmission?
• How to exploit the energy characteristics of wireless radio when using P2P
protocols on mobile devices?
• What protocol modifications can make BitTorrent more energy efficient?
How to implement such protocol? What is the performance of the modified
protocol? How much energy can be saved by using the modified protocol?
• How to utilize helper nodes, such as proxies to transmit data arriving from
the BitTorrent network to mobile devices energy efficiently? How can such
proxy be operated on resource constrained hardware, for instance, on home
wireless routers? What are the effects of introducing helper nodes in the
BitTorrent network?
• Is it possible to use mobile nodes in DHTs? What is the performance of a
mobile DHT client? How to prolong the operation time of mobile Kademlia
nodes? What are the effects of introducing these modified mobile nodes in
the DHT network?
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Thesis outline

The organization of the dissertation is as follows.
• Chapter 2 presents the related work and the applied background knowledge.
It also highlights open problems with references.
• The goal of Chapter 3 is to investigate the energy characteristics of mobile
devices focusing primarily on wireless radio technologies (3G and WLAN).
We present our own measurements results, the energy consumption model
used throughout the thesis and background information on the discussed
technologies.
• Chapter 4 is about ProxyTorrent, our proxy based BitTorrent solution. After introducing the new protocol, an analytical model is presented on the
performance of swarms with proxy peers. The model is verified via simulations. We have implemented a protocol in a prototype client and performed
measurements whose results are also presented in this chapter. Finally, the
multi-proxy version of ProxyTorrent is introduced and evaluated.
• In Chapter 5, BurstTorrent is introduced and analyzed. This heavily modified version of BitTorrent uses bursty data transmission, which can significantly improve the energy efficiency of the mobile clients participating in
the content sharing process. A large section of this chapter discusses the
piece-to-peer assignment problem and its solutions, which is related to the
protocol. Finally, the protocol is evaluated via simulations.
• Chapter 6 discusses solutions which enable mobile devices to participate in
DHTs. The sloppy message dropping mechanism is analyzed via measurements and a mathematical model. The final part of the chapter focuses
on two-tier DHTs, which have service and client nodes. Using a newly introduced model, we also investigate the feasibility of P2P SIP (Session Initiation
Protocol).
• Chapter 7 briefly discusses the practical results of the research and solutions,
where they are actually used.
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• Chapter 8 summarizes the results and proposes future work related to the
results of the dissertation.

Chapter

2

Related Work and Background
Information
2.1

Overview

This chapter gives a brief overview of the related work in the field of mobile peerto-peer systems and energy efficient mobile solutions. We also provide background
knowledge for the following chapters by introducing BitTorrent and the Kademlia
DHT protocol. It should be noted that information related to the energy consumption of mobile devices, which is a key factor of this research, can be found in
Chapter 3.

2.2

Peer-to-peer systems

Peer-to-peer is a vaguely defined term which refers to network services, in which
the participants use the resources of each other (e.g.: network bandwidth, storage
capacity, processing power) instead of a central component’s. The P2P technology can be utilized in designing highly scalable and robust applications at low
cost, compared with traditional client-server paradigms. The applications of peerto-peer systems include instant messaging, VoIP, grid computing, information retrieval, resource discovery and content distribution.
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literature.

[Risson and Moors, 2006] is a comprehensive survey with 363 citations, covering several aspects and applications of P2P protocols. Our work focuses on the
two most popular fields: resource discovery and content distribution, hence this
section gives a brief overview of these areas.
Resource discovery (RD) is any mechanism that enables to locate resources,
which can be any source of supply, and specifically can consist of files, file-system,
memory, CPU-capability, communication capability, etc. [Meshkova et al., 2008].
Each RD system has either structured or unstructured architecture. Structured
architectures are further subdivided into centralized (client-server) or decentralized
ones. Hybrid architectures try to combine the advantages offered by different
architecture types to boost the overall system performance. A good example of
unstructured systems is Gnutella [Klingberg and Manfredi, 2002] which enabled
the discovery of shared resources (typically files) without any central authority,
infrastructure or network topology. In contrast with this, structured systems,
such as distributed hash tables, has sophisticated network topology and routing
mechanisms. Different P2P RD systems use different search techniques, different
network topologies and they also differ in scope. We cover DHTs in more detail in
Section 2.3.
Content distribution is another application of P2P, which can overlap with
resource discovery to some extent. P2P content distribution includes systems
and infrastructures designed for sharing digital media and other data between
users.

These range from relatively simple direct file sharing applications to

more sophisticated systems that create a distributed storage medium for securely
and efficiently publishing, organizing, indexing, searching and retrieving data
[Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis, 2004]. Our focus in this work is on swarming protocols. Swarming protocols aim to distribute the content among a group
of peers in the most efficient way. Discovering the content is outside the scope of
swarming. The most prominent and widely used swarming protocol is BitTorrent,
which we thoroughly introduce in Section 2.4.
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2.3

Distributed Hash Tables

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are reliable, scalable, wide area resource discovery
and data storage systems. A DHT maps a key to the node responsible for that
key, and provides an overlay routing mechanism to send messages to that node.
An API is also provided for the DHT, which enables the storage, retrieval and
deletion of the values associated with the keys.
DHTs also focus on preventing data loss and ensure that stored values can be
retrieved even if a portion of the peers fail or disconnect from the network, which
is usually achieved by redundancy. In addition to this, DHTs has an automatic
load balancing mechanism that results in scalable message costs for the DHT’s
operations, e.g. logarithmic for Kademlia, which means that if the number of
peers in the DHT is n, the number of messages generated during a lookup or
store operation is O (log(n)). DHTs can be used as building blocks of structured
peer-to-peer systems.
Most

DHTs

use

consistent

nodes [Lesniewski-Laas, 2011].

hashing

to

map

keys

to

In consistent hashing, a hash function maps

keys onto b-bit integers, and each node chooses a random b-bit identifier when
it joins the DHT. A node is responsible for all the keys between its ID and its
predecessor’s ID. DHTs often use the concept of distance for the key space is an
important concept and, but it should be emphasized that this is only a logical
concept and should not necessarily be related to physical or network distance of
nodes.
DHTs have been applied to many problems related to distributed systems,
such as content sharing [Bit, 2008], distributed file systems [Stribling et al., 2007,
Xiaosu et al., 2011], caching [Freedman, 2010], version control [Yip et al., 2006],
telephony [Diané and et al., 2010] and streaming [Birrer and Bustamante, 2005].
Different applications can benefit from using different DHT protocols.
As a practical example, a DHT can be used as a rendezvous service for an
instant messaging application. When a client comes online, it inserts into the
DHT a key-value pair which maps its username to its current IP address. To send
an IM or initiate a voice call, the client can look up the target username in the
DHT to retrieve that user’s current address.
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The following part introduces the Kademlia protocol, on which the DHT-related
work of the thesis is based on.

2.3.1

Kademlia

Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazieres, 2002] is one of the initially proposed DHT
protocols along with Chord [Stoica et al., 2001], CAN [Ratnasamy et al., 2001],
Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001] and Tapestry [Zhao et al., 2001]. Kademlia
implements a tree-based routing topology based around an XOR distance metric
where the XOR of two node IDs is used as the distance between them. The lower
the result of an XOR operation with the two IDs, the lower the distance between
them.
Kademlia uses a prefix-based routing table, similar to Pastry’s, with logarithmic
lookup performance (lookup operations has O(log n) complexity), but without any
locality-based routing optimizations.
1
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Figure 2.1. Kademlia overlay with routing table buckets of node 00100

The nodes of a Kademlia overlay are organized into a binary tree based on their
node IDs. Let b denote the number of bits in a node ID (size of the key space).
Figure 2.1 illustrates the topology of a Kademlia overlay with b = 5 bit key space.
The leaves of the binary tree are the nodes. Each Kademlia node maintains a
routing table holding node IDs and the necessary data to locate the other nodes
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(IP, port pairs). The entries in the routing table are organized into b k-buckets. A
k-bucket holds nodes that are in a given range from the node based on the distance
metric and each k-bucket corresponds to a subtree in the overlay. For instance, the
k-buckets of the node 00100 are depicted in Figure 2.1. Bucket i holds nodes whose
distance is in the (2i−1 , 2i ] range. Since the possible number of nodes for each kbucket decreases quickly (because there are very few nodes that are so close), the
lower bit k-buckets will fully map all nodes in that section of the network. Since
the quantity of possible ID’s is much larger than any node population can ever
be, some of the k-buckets corresponding to very short distances will remain empty.
Buckets with larger numbers covers greater range, thus potentially has more peers.
The maximum number of nodes a bucket can store is k. When a k-bucket is
full and a new node is discovered for that k-bucket, the least recently seen node in
the k-bucket is pinged. If the node does not respond, its entry is replaced by the
new node.
Kademlia nodes communicate among themselves using UDP. The protocol uses
the following four types of messages:
FIND_NODE<id KEY> : searches for nodes close to the given ID. The recipient will return the k nodes (<ID, IP, port> tuples) in his own buckets
that are the closest ones to the requested ID.
FIND_VALUE<id KEY> : if the recipient of the request has the requested
key in its store, it will return the corresponding value. If the recipient
does not store the given key then returns the k closest nodes similarly to
a FIND_NODE response.
STORE<id KEY, VALUE> : stores the given (key, value) pair in the recipient node.
PING : used to verify if that a node is still alive. The recipient must answer with
a PONG message.
All the major processes of Kademlia, such as storing and retrieving values and
joining the network, involves lookup operations. The goal of the lookup can be
locating a stored value for a particular key or finding nodes for the routing table.
Lookups in Kademlia are performed via parallel iterative routing. Each lookup can
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be divided into a sequence of FIND_NODE or FIND_VALUE messages, which
return nodes closer to the target after each iteration. Figure 2.2 illustrates the
steps of a lookup operation in our 5-bit sample overlay. The first lookup message
is sent to the node whose node ID is the closest to the target of the lookup.
After receiving the response, a new FIND_VALUE or FIND_NODE is sent to
the closest node until the target is reached. Kademlia’s routing table structure
and the k-bucket system guarantees that each iteration shortens the distance to
the target with at least 1 bit, thus if there are n nodes in the DHT, the maximum
number of iterations in a lookup operation is log n.
In addition to this, the routing mechanism used by Kademlia is parallell in the
sense that each iteration can involve sending multiple messages to the given target
range. This can significantly shorten the waiting time between iterations since
even if one of the targeted nodes is unreachable, another will probably answer the
request. If only one message were sent out, a message timeout period must elapse
each time a message were sent to an unreachable node.
The values are stored at several nodes to provide redundancy. A node that
stores a value periodically performs a node lookup to find the k closest nodes that
are close to the stored key and stores the (key, value) pair in them. This ensures
that even if some of the nodes disappear, there is a high probability that at least
one of them is still present. In some implementations, nodes drops stored values
after a certain timeout if they are not refreshed.
Periodic routing table refreshes are used to keep the entries in the routing
table fresh, thus maintain the latency of the DHT operations. If no data has
been received from any of the nodes in a particular k-bucket for a specified period
of time, then the bucket is refreshed. Refreshing involves performing a lookup
operation with a random target ID chosen from the range of the bucket.
The DHT related research presented by this thesis focus on Kademlia. We
have chosen this protocol, because currently all the widely used deployed DHTs
are based on Kademlia; thus, this enables us to propose solutions that can be
applied and tested right from start, even in large-scale networks.
The most significant applications of Kademlia are the two BitTorrent related
DHTs, which store peer IP addresses associated with torrents. BitTorrent originally
used centralized trackers to store addresses of peers participating in the content
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Figure 2.2. Steps of a lookup operation with iterative routing in a Kademlia overlay

sharing process, but gradually moved towards a distributed tracker. Trackerless
torrents rely on a DHT operated by the peers themselves instead of using a single
tracker. At the present time, there are two Kademlia overlays in use: one by
Azureus (Vuze) clients and one by the rest of the clients including the Mainline
BitTorrent client. Both of these uses Kademlia with some minor modifications and
usually have at least one million concurrent users [Crosby and Wallach, 2007].

2.3.2

Related work on DHTs

DHTs have been a popular subject of research in the recent years. After the introduction of the first generic DHTs, research was carried out to extend the protocols
to achieve better performance and lower maintenance cost. The performance of
DHT protocols have also been evaluated by several papers. However, most of these
work have been driven by analysis, simulation, and limited experiments. Only few
papers present experiments on deployed DHTs.
[Crosby and Wallach, 2007] investigates the distributed hash table extensions
supported by modern BitTorrent clients that implement a Kademlia-style struc-
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tured overlay network for BitTorrent users. The paper analyzes various performance characteristics of the overlays, including churn, reachability and latency.
[Falkner et al., 2007] takes a similar approach and presents measurement results
for the Azureus BitTorrent client’s DHT. The research aims to find a new lookup
algorithm that reduces the lookup time. [Jimenez et al., 2009] is a more recent
measurement study on deployed Kademlia DHTs, which focuses on the connectivity parameters of DHT nodes.
Churn is a very important factor in P2P networks whose impact on the
performance of the DHTs is also covered in several papers [Wu et al., 2006,
Ohmata et al., 2011, Hsiao and King, 2005]. Protocols focusing on high churn environments [Legtchenko et al., 2011, Lee et al., 2009] have also been introduced.
The DHT related mechanism presented in Chapter 6 achieves heterogeneity
and load balancing in DHTs by introducing irregular node behavior. There are
also other approaches that try to achieve load balancing. The concept of virtual
servers [Karger and Ruhl, 2004] addresses the challenge by instantiating one or
more virtual servers with random IDs in each node. These servers act as peers
in the DHT. To handle heterogeneity, each node picks a number of virtual servers
proportional to its capacity. Unfortunately, virtual servers incur a significant cost:
a node with k virtual servers must maintain k sets of overlay links. Other solutions
use just a single ID per node [Manku, 2004]; however, such solutions must reassign
IDs to maintain the load balance as nodes arrive and depart the system. This
involves transferring objects and updating overlay links, which can result in a high
overhead. [Kadobayashi, 2004] presents an extension to the Kademlia protocol that
introduces a new weight parameter assigned to each node. Nodes with less weight
are chosen with smaller probability in routing; consequently, less load is placed
on them. Finally, it should be emphasized that all of the listed solutions require
modifications in the DHT protocol; thus, unlike our mechanism, they cannot be
applied in deployed DHTs where the protocol cannot be changed.
There

are

some

papers

that

examine

the

possibilities

of

deploy-

ing DHTs over mobile networks, focusing mostly on MANETs (Mobile
Ad-hoc Networks) [Heer et al., 2006, Araujo et al., 2005, Kang et al., 2008].
[Kassinen et al., 2009] evaluated the battery life of mobile devices in Kademlia
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DHTs, obtaining similar results as we in Section 6.2, but they only investigated
full-fledged peers.
In Section 6.6, we analyze several scenarios for Peer-to-Peer SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) based on our two-tier DHT analytical model. The number of
papers that investigate P2PSIP from the mobile device point-of-view is very small.
[Matuszewski and Kokkonen, 2008] presented the first mobile P2PSIP implementation and the results of some initial measurements. They, however, did not analyze
the registration delay or call setup delay as the function of the size of the DHT.
[Harjula et al., 2009] discussed the challenges and problem areas in P2PSIP from
the viewpoint of standardization and related research. They provided a glance
to the existing and emerging solutions for P2PSIP. [Heikkinen et al., 2008] evaluated P2PSIP from a business perspective; using a variant of Schoemaker’s scenario
planning, they developed and analyzed most likely scenarios for real-time services
based on mobile P2PSIP.

2.4

BitTorrent

BitTorrent [Cohen, 2003] is a swarming P2P protocol designed for the distribution
of content between a large number of peers. The content is divided into small pieces
and peers exchange these pieces in the swarm. The key idea is that when a piece
has been downloaded to a peer, the peer starts sharing it immediately with the
others. The protocol relies on the tit-for-tat mechanism, which ensures the higher
download rate is provided to good uploaders, while egoistic behavior is penalized.
BitTorrent is one of the most widely used protocols to transfer large files. It
has been estimated that peer-to-peer networks, primarily BitTorrent swamrs, have
accounted for roughly 20% of all download traffic and 50% of all upload traffic in
the Internet as of 2012 [san, 2012].
Although the most popular uses of BitTorrent are entangled with legal issues,
there are several legitimate uses as well. For instance, Facebook and Twitter
uses BitTorrent for server deployment [twi, 2010, fbB, 2010], Blizzard provides
game updates via the Blizzard Downloader, which is hybrid BitTorrent/HTTP
client, and several content providers shares downloadable content via BitTorrent.
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Generally speaking, any file hosted in a centralized way can be made available via
BitTorrent, which can decrease the server load and increase the download speed.

2.4.1

BitTorrent architecture

Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic architecture of BitTorrent. The peers download
data from other peers. Although we used computer icons in the figure, BitTorrent
clients can be hosted on any kind of device from media centers to mobile phones.
The bars in the figure indicate the download state of the peers. Peers which have
fully downloaded the content are referred to as seeders, while peers which are still
downloading called leechers. It is important to recognize that seeders participate in
the swarm only as uploaders and they do not consume the bandwidth resources of
other peers any more. Seeder/leecher ratio is often used as a performance indicator
for content shared via BitTorrent.
Tracker

Peer B
10%
leecher
Peer A
50%
leecher

Peer C
100%
seeder

Figure 2.3. BitTorrent architecture with three peers

The next element of a BitTorrent network is the tracker. The tracker does
not host any of the shared data, it just maintains a list of who is downloading
what. Each peer must contact the tracker before starting downloading the content
and retrieve the addresses of peers that shares the required data. Once the list
of peers is acquired, the download can be started. The process of contacting the
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tracker is referred to as announcement, since in addition to receiving a list of peers,
the connecting client also announces itself to the swarm and the tracker registers
its address. A peer can periodically recontact the tracker to retrieve more peer
addresses or notify the swarm when it has become a seeder or stopped the sharing.
It should be noted that with the introduction of storing peer contact information in a Kademlia DHT (see trackerless torrent, Section 2.3.1), trackers are
becoming less and less important. Nowadays, all modern BitTorrent clients have
DHT support, thus torrents are automatically announced via the DHT as well.
There are now torrents which does not have a tracker at all and their peer lists are
completely managed by the global DHT. Although looking up peer addresses via
the DHT is a bit slower than using a centralized tracker, it is not a time critical
operation and works well in practice.
Identifying content shared via BitTorrent is carried out via torrent files. The
torrent file is small text file, which contains metadata about the content. The
SHA-1 hash generated from the torrent file is referred to as the infohash of the
torrent. This 20 byte hash value is used as a unique identifier for the given content.
When a client connects to a tracker, it uses the infohash to refer to the torrent.
Similarly, retrieving peers from the DHT is performed by initiating a DHT lookup
with the infohash as the key. In addition this, the torrent file can also contains one
or more tracker addresses and the SHA-1 hash of each piece of data belonging to
the torrent. These hash values are used to check the integrity of the downloaded
pieces. Since the infohash of the torrent is generated from the torrent metadata,
it is easy to detect any modification to the torrent file and to the content itself: if
the content is changed, the SHA-1 changes, which would change the infohash as
well. The content specified by the torrent can be either a single file or multiple
files and directories. During the creation of the torrent, all files are serialized and
then divided into pieces as if only a single file was shared. Since the torrent file
also contains the list of files files and the directory structure of the content, the
receiver can recreate the files from the downloaded pieces.
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Peer wire protocol

BitTorrent peers connect to each other over TCP to exchange pieces of the torrent.
The Peer Wire protocol (PWP) is used during the communication. In this overview
we cover only those messages and mechanisms that are related to the thesis. The
full definition of PWP is available in [J. Fonsecam, 2005, bts, 2006].
After the TCP session has been established, BitTorrent peers send a pair of
handshake messages to each other, containing some general information such as the
protocol version, the ID of the peer and the infohash of the torrent. Handshaking
also involves sharing the list of pieces the two communication peers already have.
Following the PWP handshake, both ends of the TCP channel may send messages
to each other in a completely asynchronous fashion. PWP messages fall into two
main categories:
State-oriented messages : These messages serve the sole purpose of informing
peers of changes in the state of neighboring peers. The following messages fall
into this category: INTERESTED, UNINTERESTED, CHOKED,
UNCHOKED, HAVE and BITFIELD.
Data-oriented messages : These messages handle the requesting and sending of
data portions. The following messages fall into this category: REQUEST,
CANCEL and PIECE.
BitTorrent peers request and send pieces to each other. However, there are
regulations when a peer can request a piece from its partner. To understand this,
first two state flags must be introduced. Each end of a PWP connection maintains
these flags:
Choked : When true, the choked peer is not allowed to request data.
Interested : When true, the peer is interested in requesting data from another
peer. This indicates that the peer will start requesting blocks if it is unchoked.
Peer A can signal its partner B that it wants to download some data from it by
sending an INTERESTED message, which switches the A’s Interested state flag
to true state. When B decides that it is ready to serve A, it sends an UNCHOKE
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message to A, after which A can start requesting data by sending REQUEST
messages. The requests are answered with PIECE messages, containing subpieces
of the content. When A does not need any more content from B, it sends an
UNINTERESTED message. If B decides that it will not serve A any more, it
notifies A with a CHOKE message. An example communication session is depicted
as a sequence diagram in Figure 2.4. It should be emphasized that both peers
maintain their state flags of the other peer and serve requests accordingly.
Peer A

Peer B
INTERESTED
A.Interested = TRUE
UNCHOKE
A.Choked = FALSE
REQUEST
PIECE

UNINTERESTED
A.Interested = FALSE

Figure 2.4. Message communication during a PWP session: Peer A downloads a piece
from Peer B.

The algorithm that decides when and which peers can be unchoked and served
is referred to as the choking algorithm. The choking algorithm is responsible for selecting the best uploaders according to the tit-for-tat principles and unchoke these
peers. This algorithm is applied every 10 seconds, which configures an unchoke
round. Extra calls to the algorithm will also happen each time an unchoked peer
becomes interested or not interested in some content. There are two reasons a peer
can get unchoked:
Standard unchokes : Each time the choking algorithm runs, the three interested, fastest uploaders are chosen for unchoking. However, the choice list
will not contain snubbed peers, which are those peers that did not upload
any blocks in the last 30 seconds.
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Optimistic unchoking : At the beginning of every three unchoke rounds (i.e.,
every 30 seconds), one peer that is choked and interested is selected at random and unchoked. This is the optimistically unchoked peer, which will stay
unchoked until the next optimistically unchoked peer is selected. If the optimistic peer is among the three fastest peers, another peer from all of the
connected peers is selected at random and unchoked. Optimistic unchoking
serves the purpose of bootstrapping newly joined peers, giving them a chance
to download a part of the data which they can then share.
When a peer has downloaded the full content it becomes a seeder and changes
its choking strategy. Since there are no more peers which uploads to the seed, the
unchoked peers are selected randomly or in a round-robin way, serving each peer
equally.
Regarding downloading pieces, the BitTorrent specification does not force a
particular order for selecting which pieces to download. However, experience shows
[Legout et al., 2006] that downloading in rarest-first order lessen the wait time for
pieces. The client can easily calculate how many other peers from its partners has
a particular piece. When downloading from multiple partners, a peer normally
requests different pieces from each partner peer. However, towards the end of a
download session, it may speed up the download to send request messages for the
remaining pieces to all the neighboring peers. This is the end game mode, which
kicks in when only a few peers left to download.

2.4.3

Related work on BitTorrent

This section summarizes prior research related to our BitTorrent-based results.
2.4.3.1

Analysis and improvements

Since its inception, several studies has examined the performance of BitTorrent.
[Xia and Muppala, 2010] presents a survey of performance studies of BitTorrent
from 2003 to 2008. Many of these studies also suggests modifications to BitTorrent’s mechanisms to further improve its performance. Some research aim
to improve the performance of BitTorrent by changing the way peers establish
their connections to other peers while joining and thereafter while maintaining
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the connections [Zhang et al., 2007, Yamazaki et al., 2007]. Other works mostly
focus on improving the piece exchange mechanism by promoting collaboration
among peers using the underutilized download bandwidth, addressing the issue of
free-riding [Wang et al., 2010] or suggesting improvements to the unchoke mechanisms [Ma and Qiu, 2009].
The popularity of BitTorrent resulted in many studies focusing on simulations.
We used two different BitTorrent simulation frameworks [Bharambe et al., 2006,
Eger et al., 2007] in the work presented by the thesis. In addition to these, several other simulators exist. The Peersim project [Montresor and Jelasity, 2009]
is a popular general purpose P2P simulator created with Java, which covers
the implementation of some popular protocols. BIT-SIM [Katsaros et al., 2009]
is a modular and extensible simulator using OMNeT++ version 3.

Ebit-

Sim [Evangelista et al., 2011] is a BitTorrent simulation framework implemented
using OMNeT++ version 4 and INET, which uses an accurate simulation model
based on the source code of mainstream BitTorrent clients.
Considering modeling BitTorrent, no prior research has investigated the performance of a network with storage limited peers. A number of studies have
modeled heterogeneous networks.

However, none of them is directly suit-

able for our needs because the models only allow varying the bandwidth capacity of the peers.

[Chow et al., 2009] claims to be the first paper model-

ing heterogeneous BitTorrent swarms with arbitrary number of peer classes.
[Meulpolder et al., 2009] follows a fluid modeling approach based on differential
equations to model a swarm where peers have arbitrary upload and download
bandwidths.

[Fan et al., 2009] use multiple peer classes and analyze different

rate assignment strategies. [Liao et al., 2007] investigate how the performance
of high bandwidth and low bandwidth peers compare and introduces a novel
token-based scheme to analyze performance/fairness.

The work presented by

[Chang et al., 2011] quantifies the performance impact of network address translation (NAT) on BitTorrent by presenting a model with two peer classes (NAT peers
and public peers).
Tribbler [Pouwelse et al., 2008] is a BitTorrent based protocol, which uses
helper nodes that can download content on request. This are somewhat simi-
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lar to our proxy approach; however, the focus in Tribbler is on faster downloads,
not on energy consumption as in our case.
2.4.3.2

Energy-efficiency

So far the energy-efficiency of BitTorrent, or peer-to-peer file downloading in general, has mainly been investigated from two different aspects: how to reduce
the standby energy consumption of PC peers [Blackburn and Christensen, 2009,
Jimeno and Christensen, 2007] and how to perform active content download
energy-efficiently with a mobile peer [Nurminen, 2010]. In another track, the use
of helper nodes to speed up BitTorrent downloads have shown promising results
[Garbacki et al., 2006, Wong, 2004]. Our approach of using of memory-limited devices to help torrent downloads seems to be absent in prior work.
2.4.3.3

Mobile BitTorrent

We created the first BitTorrent client (SymTorrent) for mobile devices,
which runs on Symbian OS. Soon after the release of SymTorrent,
MobTorrent[Ekler et al., 2008], a Java-based client was also released, which runs
on feature phones with some limitations. Research related to the mobile usage of BitTorrent mostly concentrate on MANETs or wireless ad hoc networks [Sbai et al., 2008]. The focus of these works is different than ours, covering
topics such as tuning of the peer discovery phase [Rajagopalan and Shen, 2006]
or distributing content from one source to a potentially large number of destinations [Michiardi and Urvoy-Keller, 2007], but neglecting energy consumption.
[Ekler et al., 2011] investigates how the performance of mobile BitTorrent can improved by the extending the protocol with network coding.

Chapter

3

Energy Consumption of Mobile
Devices
3.1

Factors in energy efficiency

A mobile device has several hardware components that drains the battery. The
three highest energy consumers are the wireless interfaces (3G/Wi-fi radio), the
display and the application processor. These three are responsible for more than
70% of the device’s energy consumption for most use cases. This thesis does not
focus on user interface design or display technologies, thus the display factor can
be neglected. The effect of the processor highly depends on the use case; however,
considering most peer-to-peer applications, its share in the overall energy consumption is still much smaller than the radio’s [Nurminen and Noyranen, 2008]. Even
under a relatively CPU-intense application, such as video conferencing, where the
device needs to do the encoding and decoding of video frames, the CPU accounts
for only around 17% of the total energy profile [Creus and Kuulusa, 2007].

3.2

Measurement Setup

The thesis introduces various energy measurement results. All of the measurements
were performed on various Nokia mobile devices using the Nokia Energy Profiler
(NEP) application [Creus and Kuulusa, 2007]. NEP provides instantaneous power
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measurements sampled once every 250 milli-seconds. Using the power measurements, we estimate the energy consumed by approximating the area under the
power measurement curve over a time interval. Unless stated otherwise, all measurement results are averaged over at least 3 trials.
Regarding the error of the measurements generated by NEP, [nep, 2009] states
that in the 0.4 W (100 mA) region, the profiler has less than 2% error. The idle
state error in the 0.05 W (100 mA) region can be 30%, but the absolute error in this
case is much smaller due to the smaller base value. NEP as a background process
takes much less than 1% CPU load. [Perrucci et al., 2009] compared measurement
results obtained with NEP and an Agilent 66319D connected directly to the battery
of the mobile device. The data obtained with the profiler matched the multimeter’s
readings almost perfectly.
The phones used for the measurements were Nokia smartphones, mostly Nokia
N95 and Nokia N82 devices running Symbian as the operating system. In one set of
measurements we always used the same device model. Regarding the validity of the
energy related findings on other mobile platforms, [Xiao et al., 2010] showed that
the readings of NEP are consistent with the results of measurements performed
on Android phones (HTC G1) and Maemo (Linux) devices (Nokia N810) using
hardware power meters. Furthermore, [Balasubramanian et al., 2009] carried out
measurements on Windows Mobile devices in parallel with NEP, also collecting
coherent values. Obviously, using different phone models and operating systems
can affect the outcome of the measurements, but the experiments in the related
work and our own results clearly show that the principal characteristics and trends,
especially regarding the energy cost of wireless radio, are the same on all platforms
and devices.

3.3
3.3.1

Energy saving modes for wireless interfaces
3G

Two factors determine the energy consumption caused by network activity in a
cellular device. First is the transmission energy that is proportional to the length
of a transmission and the transmit power level. Second is the Radio Resource
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Control (RRC) protocol that is responsible for channel allocation and scaling the
energy consumed by the radio based on inactivity timers.
UMTS and WCDMA networks uses the same RRC mechanism based
on the 3GPP standard.

The radio is always in one of three states

[Lee et al., 2004][Haverinen et al., 2007]. The state machine is illustrated in Figure 3.1. When there is no network activity, the system is in the low power PCH
state. The radio is mostly off the time, periodically waking up to receive signaling
traffic and inform the network of cell changes. Network activity causes the radio to
switch to the DCH (Dedicated Channel) state, which reserves a dedicated channel
to the device and ensures high throughput and low delay for transmissions. If the
transfer is stopped, the network starts a timer. When this timer expires, the cellular network transfers the phone to FACH state (Forward Access Channel) state
in which the channel is shared with other devices. The throughput in this sate
is lower compared with DCH. The FACH state also uses an inactivity timer, the
expiration of which causes the phone switching back to PCH.
The speed of the DCH state comes at a prices: the radio consumes about twice
as much energy as in the FACH state. The PCH state consumes only about one
percent of the power in the DCH state.
CDMA2000 is based on the 3GPP2 standard. Although the state machine
for the radio resource control in 3GPP2 differs from Figure 3.1, several features
are similar. In particular, the 3GPP2 standard also uses an inactivity timer to
transition from the high power to the low power state for performance reasons
[Yeh et al., 2009].

Figure 3.1. States of the radio resource control state machine for 3GPP networks

It should be noted that some networks still use the older Fast Dormancy mechanism with no Cell_PCH support [Labs, 2011]. In these networks, the phone enters
the Idle state instead of PCH, completely disconnecting from the network. The
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drawback is that getting to DCH from the Idle state requires much more signaling
traffic than "waking up" from PCH, and this increases the energy consumption.

3.3.2

WiFi

The 802.11 standard defines a Power-Saving Mode (PSM), aimed at reducing the
energy consumption of mobile devices [iee, 1997]. The objective of the 802.11 PSM
is to switch the wireless interface in active mode only for the time necessary to
exchange data, and turn it in sleep mode whenever it becomes idle. This is achieved
by caching data at the WLAN access point while the mobile host is sleeping. The
device is synchronized to the access point and wakes up at specific intervals (usually
100 ms) [Anastasi et al., 2008] so it can be notified of the available data.
The PSM mechanisms of WLAN enters the idle state much more rapidly than
3G, where the timers that control changes between radio states are typically an
order of magnitude longer than with WLAN. This can have a significant effect on
the energy consumption as showed in section 3.4.

3.3.3

4G/LTE

An acronym for Long Term Evolution, LTE is a 4G wireless communications standard developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 4G technologies are designed to provide IP-based voice, data and multimedia streaming at
speeds of at least 100 Mbit per second and up to as fast as 1 GBit per second. 4G
LTE is the most significant of several competing 4G standards along with Ultra
Mobile Broadband (UMB) and WiMax (IEEE 802.16) [Ergen, 2009]. At the point
of writing, the leading cellular providers have started to deploy 4G technologies,
but only few devices incorporate LTE support.
LTE uses a similar RRC state machine as UMTS, but uses two main
states: RRC_CONNECTED and RRC_IDLE, with three micro states within
RRC_CONNECTED. The transition between the states is still controlled by inactivity timers and signaling overhead is present as well [Qian, 2012].
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3.4

Communication speed and energy consumption

An important observation in mobile phone energy consumption is that higher bitrate increases the energy-efficiency of data transfer. This is the result of the
observation that, especially for 3G cellular, the power level of TCP data transfer is
almost constant having only a weak dependency on the bitrate [Nurminen, 2010].
Only when bitrate drops to zero, meaning that there is no communication, the
device is able to enter a sleep state with very low power level. An extensive set of
measurements for WiFi energy consumption [Xiao et al., 2010] with three different
mobile phone models shows very similar results for 802.11g WLAN.
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Figure 3.2. Measurement results: energy consumption per bit as a function of communication speed

The measurement results illustrated in Figure 3.2 highlights how the energy
consumption per bit varies as a function of communication speed. The shape
of the curves shows that the higher the bit rate, the more energy-efficient the
communication is. This suggests that in order to save energy we should arrange
the content download activity in a way that the mobile device experiences as
high bitrate as possible. One way to achieve this is to alternate between active
transfer periods with high bitrates and idle periods with no traffic. So instead of
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receiving data at a constant low speed we prefer to communicate in high-speed
bursts separated by idle periods. The higher speed we are able to reach during the
active periods the more energy-efficient the data transfer will be. Note that the
average download speed does not change, only the shape of the traffic.

3.5

Bursty traffic and energy consumption

To further investigate the energy characteristics of bursty traffic over wireless
radio, we have performed measurements with varying transfer speeds and burst
sizes.Figure 3.3 illustrates how burst size influences phone’s energy consumption
when communication is taking place over 3G and Figure 3.4 shows the WLAN
results. In all cases 3 bursts of data was downloaded with 1 minute idle periods
in between. Each measurement case were performed three times. The energy cost
is determined by dividing the total energy consumption with the amount of data
received.
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Figure 3.3. Energy cost of receiving data in bursts over 3G. Results of measurements
performed with different burst size and transfer speed values.

As expected, increasing the transfer speed decreased the energy cost in all cases.
Bigger chunk size also had a positive effect on the energy in the majority of the
cases. With WLAN, higher transfer speeds and larger chunk sizes reduce the energy
consumption up to 25%. For 3G , the differences are bigger with up to 70% decrease
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Figure 3.4. Energy cost of receiving data in bursts over WLAN. Results of measurements
performed with different burst size and transfer speed values.

in energy-consumption. This can be mostly attributed to the radio deactivation
timers. Normally it takes several seconds after sending the last data bit before
the radio returns to the idle state. Therefore, when the data is sent in bigger
chunks, the number of times the radio is activated and deactivated is reduced. As
a result, the total time when the radio is powered-on but not communicating is
reduced resulting into energy savings. WLAN’s much tighter idle timer works well
in practice giving relatively good results even with the smallest burst size.
In summary, we can say that if the device is connected via WLAN, the optimal
value of burst size is of less importance, but using larger bursts still has a measurable effect. On the other hand, with 3G cellular connections larger burst sizes and
faster download speeds have a major impact on the energy consumption. Increasing the burst size from 1 MB to 5 MB had a more significant effect than going
to 10 MB from 5 MB. With the current technologies we cannot expect significant
saving when increasing the burst size beyond the 5 MB - 10 MB range. Figure
3.3 also shows that we have an interesting trade-off between download speed and
chunk size. For instance, when the download speed is reduced from 100 kB/s to
50 kB/s the phone consumes roughly the same amount of energy if at the same
time the burst size is increased from 1 MB to 5 MB.
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Although the relatively small number of measurement cases do not allow making general deductions, the results nicely support and supplement our experiences
with the concrete energy-saving methods and protocols presented in the latter
parts of the thesis.

3.6

Modelling energy consumption

During the majority of the thesis the model demonstrated by Figure 3.5 is used
when wireless energy consumption is estimated analytically.

Figure 3.5. Bursty traffic energy model

In our model, the energy consumption is a sum of the energy of the data sending
bursts plus the energy overhead related to each burst. Assuming that in each burst,
the same amount of data is being downloaded at the same speed Dc , the length
of the bursts is tb . During the actual data transfer, we assume that the power is
a constant Pb . This is an acceptable assumption only if the transfer speed does
not change significantly during a burst. We will se that most of the described
P2P solutions described in the thesis try to maximize the bandwidth utilized by
the client, which implies that the transfer speed is close to the maximum in the
majority of the cases.
The model uses a single value Eoh to characterize the overhead energy of the
bursts, which is the sum of the tail and ramp energies. This value is relatively small
in the case of WiFi, but for 3G, the prolonged timeout periods can have significant
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effect on the overall energy consumption. The time period during which the phone
is not sending or receiving data but the radios is still in a high power state is the
overhead time (toh ), which is the sum of the length of the ramp up period (tstart )
and the tail period (tend ).
If there are n bursts of tb length, the following equation describes the overall
energy consumption of a transfer session, neglecting the idle power of the phone:
E = ntb Pb + nEoh

(3.1)

As the experiments described in the latter sections show, this simple model
can be used to effectively estimate the total energy consumption of bursty transfer
sessions.

Chapter

4

Resource Limited Proxies for
Energy-efficient Mobile BitTorrent
4.1

Introduction

As it was concluded in Chapter 3, a key characteristic of mobile phone communication is that sending data with a higher bit rate can save energy. Consequently,
we should arrange the content download activity so that the mobile device is able
to experience a bit rate as high as possible. Unfortunately, this is hard to achieve
for BitTorrent downloads for a number of reasons. The most important issues are:
• Due to their slow upload speed, mobile devices get a low rank by BitTorrent’s
tit-for-tat mechanism [Cohen, 2003]. As a result, they get worse service from
their peers.
• Mobile clients usually cannot accept incoming connections since they are
behind routers or NAT. Therefore, they can reach fewer peers that could
serve them.
• BitTorrent is slow at the beginning of a new torrent download. It can take
several minutes before it reaches a decent download speed.
One way to avoid these problems is to use a proxy, which mediates between
BitTorrent networks and mobile devices. To the swarm the proxy looks like a regular BitTorrent peer: it downloads and uploads content with the normal BitTorrent
31
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mechanisms. While the proxy downloads a burst of data, the mobile device can enter power saving mode and conserve energy. When a burst is ready, it is forwarded
to the mobile device at high speed. In a simple case the proxy would download
the whole torrent and after that push it to the phone in a single large burst.
Besides the gain from the improved speed and bursty traffic, the mobile client
can also be freed from the overhead of the BitTorrent protocol, which can also
decrease its energy profile. BitTorrent can use a large number of parallel TCP
sessions, which must be maintained. Checking the integrity of the downloaded
data is performed via hash checking. These and all other operations related to
BitTorrent can be performed on the proxy, thus the client can operate as a relatively
thin application, focusing only on downloading and issuing requests to the proxy.
One of the main questions regarding the practical applicability of any proxy
based solution is the location and type of the computer acting as the proxy service.
As a preliminary experiment for the main topic of this research, we investigated
how a cloud-hosted centralized proxy perform. This solution is referred to as
CloudTorrent and is briefly covered in Section 4.2. Implementing CloudTorrent and
performing measurement experiments allowed us to verify our base assumptions
on the energy characteristics of mobile BitTorrent and compare the proxy based
solution with a native P2P client.
Nevertheless, the main focus of this chapter is using broadband routers as
proxies. Home routers are cost effective devices available in nearly every household.
Running the proxy on such device enables each user to have his own dedicated
server. Proxies, however, usually have several limitations, the most significant
being the limited storage space, which makes it impossible to download a complete
BitTorrent file without deleting some part of the downloaded content.
This section investigates the following questions:
• How can routers with limited storage capacity serve as BitTorrent proxies?
• What are the factors that affect the performance (download speed and energy
efficiency) of the router proxies and how shall these factors be set to achieve
optimal performance?
• What are the effects of such limited devices on the BitTorrent swarm?
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• How can such system be implemented and how does it perform compared
with a native BitTorrent client?

4.2

CloudTorrent: a centralized BitTorrent proxy
experiment

CloudTorrent consists of two main parts: a phone application communicating with
the cloud and a server hosting the remote BitTorrent client. The phone application
is a fork of the SymTorrent project. The client is able to control the remote
BitTorrent server, check the download progress and transfer the downloaded files
from the server to the mobile device. All communication with the server is carried
out via HTTP requests. On the server side, uTorrent [uto, 2012] is used, which
is a popular free PC BitTorrent client with most of its functions available via an
HTTP-based API. Since the uTorrent API does not support file downloading, we
also run a separate web server that is used to transfer the downloaded files to the
mobile devices.
Running the proxy in the cloud is in many ways attractive but it is unclear
what the relevant incentives to provide such a service are. Therefore, we consider
an alternative, more user community oriented solution where different users would
run the proxies on their own equipment. The proxies could be used to provide the
services only to their owners or, potentially, also to a community of users.
In order to evaluate the proposed cloud-based solution, we compared its performance with SymTorrent. We performed energy and transfer speed measurements
with Nokia N82 phones connected to the Internet via 3G. The server hosting the
BitTorrent client and the web server was an Amazon EC2 instance with at least
10 Mb/s uplink capacity. In the test case, a 25 MB size torrent was downloaded
to the phone using the two different methods. Figure 4.1 shows the download
speed and the energy consumption of the mobile clients. It is immediately visible,
that CloudTorrent significantly outperformed SymTorrent: downloading the same
amount of data required 672 J energy with SymTorrent and only 248 J with the
CloudTorrent client.
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Figure 4.1. Energy consumption and download speed of a torrent download session
using SyTorrent and CloudTorrent.

The CloudTorrent server isolated the mobile client from the limitations and
variability of torrent download and provided a fast, dedicated connection to the
mobile. The transfer session started with a low power phase with some high-power
spikes. During this period the server is downloading the torrent and a phone is
idle waiting for the content to be ready. The spike at 30s arises because the mobile
polls the status of the server via HTTP. These queries involve only a few bytes of
data transfer, which is not even visible in the transfer speed graph, but the power
consumption remains at a high level for around 10 seconds due to the 3G timers.
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SymTorrent received data from several peers and suffered directly from the
bandwidth limitations of the peers, Internet bottlenecks, and competition between
multiple downloaders. Moreover, since the BitTorrent client in the cloud is able
to serve its peers with high upload speeds, the tit-for-tat mechanism increases the
download speed of the torrent. If we compare the torrent download times only
(and exclude the duration of transferring the file from the server to the mobile) we
notice that CloudTorrent server was able to download the torrent 88% faster than
SymTorrent.
The results show that moving the torrent client functionality to a proxy makes a
lot of sense for the mobile device: energy consumption is reduced, traffic is reduced
and accessing the content on the cloud server can be done in multiple ways such as
HTTP or streaming. The result also demonstrates the relation between transfer
speed and energy consumption: with 3G the transfer speed has only minimal
effect on the power: downloading at 200 kB/s had only slightly higher power than
downloading at 50 kB/s.

4.3
4.3.1

ProxyTorrent
Home routers as proxies

As an alternative solution to hosting the proxies in the Internet, we investigate the
use of broadband routers as platforms for running BitTorrent proxies. Broadband
routers that connect homes to the Internet via ADSL or other technology are
commonly available. It should be noted that even if the routers are located at
home they do not limit the mobility of the users because they are accessible from
everywhere via the Internet. If the mobile user happens to be at home he could use
the local WiFi connection but he can also connect to the proxy remotely through
cellular data connection or through a public WiFi access point.
The router platform is attractive for a number of reasons. Since most homes
are equipped with broadband routers the installed base is large and the routers are
frequently idle when their owners are on the move. Routers are typically powered
up all the time and the energy consumption of the router is almost constant no
matter how actively it is used. There is thus plenty of spare capacity that could
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be taken into use without additional costs for the users. From the technical point
of view, the firmware of many routers can be changed, which allows extending the
original functionality of the router.
Nevertheless, a number of new problems arise because broadband routers have
limited resources. Although some models allow hardware extensions with USB
devices, and some high-end router models even have built-in support for torrent
download, typically, the memory size is limited and no mass storage is available.
Future routers are likely to be more capable but we think that targeting minimalistic hardware is important both for utilization present router base and for the
generality of the idea.

4.3.2

ProxyTorrent memory management

Forwarding the data to the mobile device in one burst, as CloudTorrent does, is
only possible if the proxy has enough storage capacity for the whole torrent. When
we use the router hardware, or some other proxy solution with small amount of
resources, the limited memory allows us to store only part of the content. This
raises the question: which pieces and how long should be stored in the router’s
memory to ensures fast and fair torrent download and energy-efficient transfers to
the phone?
A key assumption of BitTorrent operation is that when a peer has completely
downloaded a piece it announces the availability of the piece to its peers. The peers
can then assume that the announced piece is available for downloading. This is,
however, not the case if only part of the content fits the router memory. To be able
to download the whole torrent, the router has to delete some pieces after they have
been sent to the mobile device, and then reuse the memory to download additional
pieces. The assumption that all downloaded pieces are available for others is thus
no longer valid.
The trivial solution to this problem would be to ignore it. The BitTorrent
client in the router would announce the pieces normally. Then, it would later
receive requests for pieces that have already been deleted from the memory, and
which cannot anymore be uploaded to peers. This would have a negative effect on
the download speed because the tit-for-tat mechanism would rank the peer lower
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if it cannot serve a requested piece. Moreover, most clients are likely to disconnect
the peer when the request times out.
Another trivial alternative is to announce no pieces at all and miss the opportunity to serve other peers. However, this free-rider behavior is bad for the proxy
itself because BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat algorithm ranks it low resulting in slow download speed. Furthermore, if the number of such proxies in the BitTorrent swarm
is high, it can also have a negative effect on the download speed of other peers.

Figure 4.2. ProxyTorrent architecture with an example of memory contents

The solution we have adopted is illustrated in Figure 4.2. In order to both serve
other peers and ensure that all announcements the proxy peer makes are valid, the
memory is divided into two buffers.
Definition 4.1 (Download buffer). The download buffer holds transient data on
the way to the mobile; the pieces are downloaded from peers, sent to the mobile
device, and finally discarded. The same memory space is reused to download other
pieces.
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Definition 4.2 (Upload buffer). The upload buffer stores pieces that are served
to the swarm. After a piece in the upload buffer has been downloaded and sent
to the mobile device, it remains in the memory and is made available for other
peers with the normal BitTorrent piece transfer mechanism. Only the pieces in
the upload buffer are announced to the other peers.
The content of the download buffer is thus constantly changing as the download
of the torrent progresses. The pieces stored in the upload buffer match the standard
BitTorrent rules and are not deleted while the torrent transfer is active. The upload
buffer is filled with the first pieces the client downloads.
The system also needs decide how frequently the accumulated pieces are sent
to the mobile device. We use a parameter, chunk size, to indicate how many pieces
should be completely available in the download buffer before they are sent to the
mobile. Sending a larger set of data to the mobile phone in one pass would improve
energy-efficiency by reducing the number of bursts and the overhead related to the
bursts. On the other hand, a bigger chunk size would reduce BitTorrent download
speed and waste memory because a number of completely downloaded pieces would
wait for other pieces to complete before they can be transferred to the phone and
their memory reused.

4.4
4.4.1

Analytical model for ProxyTorrent swarms
Main performance model

The aim of the model presented here is to enable performance evaluation of proxy
based BitTorrent setups and aid in configuring the system parameters, most importantly the upload/download buffer size.
The model uses three peer classes: limited (L), regular (R) and seeds (S).
Definition 4.3 (Limited peer). Limited peers use the ProxyTorrent client and
have only limited storage capacity.
Definition 4.4 (Regular peer). Regular peers are standard BitTorrent peers with
enough storage capacity for sharing the whole torrent.
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Definition 4.5 (Seed). Seeds are regular peers that have already downloaded the
complete torrent. Seeds no longer consume download bandwidth but still shares
the data and uploads to other peers.
Definition 4.6 (Tit-for-tat rating). The tit-for-tat (TFT) rating is a normalized
value in the range [0..1] which equals to the ratio of a peer’s average upload speed
and its maximum upload capacity. The value is used to characterize how much a
peer contributes to the swarm.
Definition 4.7 (Tit-for-tat degradation period). The period of time, after a peer’s
TFT rating becomes zero if the peer does not upload any data.
To be able to focus on the effects of limited storage capacity, the model and
most of our further experiments assume that all peers are homogeneous in terms
of bandwidth capacity.
Definition 4.8 (ProxyTorrent swarm model). A ProxyTorrent swarm is a 12-tuple
S=<nS , λ, jR , jL , U, D, P, Bu , Bd , α, C, tdeg > where
nS : Number of seeders in the system
λ

: Global peer join rate

jR : Regular peer join probability
jL : Limited peer join probability
U

: Maximum upload capacity of the peers

D

: Maximum download capacity of the peers

P

: Number of pieces in the torrent (size of the torrent)

Bu : Size of the limited peers’ upload buffer
Bd : Size of the limited peers’ download buffer
α

: Number of parallel connections (neighbors) per peer

C

: Chunk size (number of pieces pushed to the mobile device in one turn)

tdeg : Tit-for-tat degradation period
The main aim of the presented analytical model is to determine certain
properties that characterize the steady state system.
Definition 4.9 (ProxyTorrent swarm steady state properties).

The steady

state characteristics of a ProxyTorrent swarm S are described using the following
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properties:
nR : Number of regular peers in the system
nL : Number of limited peers in the system
uR : Upload rate of regular peers
µR : Tit-for-tat rating of regular peers
uL : Upload rate of limited peers
µL : Tit-for-tat rating of limited peers
dR : Download rate of regular peers
dL : Download rate of limited peers
dXY : Download speed of peer type X from peer type Y where X ∈ {R, L},
Y ∈ {R, L, S}. For example dRS is the transfer speed at which regular peers
download from seeders.
The model is based on uplink sharing, which means that the download throughput of the peers is calculated by dividing the total available upload capacity among
them. This requires that the download capacity of peers is not lower than their
upload capacity:
U ≤D

(4.1)

Since most internet access is asymmetric with much higher download than
upload capacity, this requirement is met in all practical cases.
Lemma 4.10. The number of regular and limited peers in the swarm in the steady
state are:
nR = λjR

P
dR

(4.2)

P
(4.3)
dL
Proof. Peers arrive to the system with the arrival rate λ. The probability that
nL = λjL

a newly joined peer is a regular is jR , and limited peers join with jL probability.
To determine the average number of peers in steady state, we use Little’s law
[Haverkort, 1998] from queuing theory. The arrival rate of each peer class can
be calculated by multiplying the global peer arrival rate with the peer class’s
probability, e.g. regular peers arrive with λjR
The average upload speed together with the tit-for-tat ratings are perhaps the
most important components of the whole system since they are the key factors
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in determining the peers’ download speed. Although both regular and limited
peers have the same maximum upload capacity, their average upload speed during
downloading the torrent is not equal. The average upload speeds are given by the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.11. Assume that the upload buffer of the limited peers is smaller than
the shared file, i.e. Bu /P < 1 and the number of neighbors of each peer is α. Then
the upload rate of the limited peers uL and of regular peers uR are
uR = U


uL ≈ U · 1 − e

−Bu ·α
P

(4.4)

 
dL
· 1−
U

(4.5)

Proof. Since regular peers are not limited in terms of storage capacity, they can
gather enough pieces in a short amount of time to be able to constantly serve the
other peers. This has been verified by both us and other research through several
measurements and simulations [Chow et al., 2009][Fan et al., 2009]. Thus uR is
equal to the maximum upload speed of the peer.
Regarding uL , first we determine the probability that a limited peer uploads
to at least one other peer. This equals to 1 − P (a limited peer does not upload
to any peers). A limited peer stores and shares Bu pieces, and has α neighbors.
The probability that the peer has a particular piece that a neighbor is looking for
Bu
. Consequently, the probability that it cannot serve any of its α
P
α
1 − BPu . Thus the probability that it can serve at least one of its

is

neighbors is
neighbors is

given by the following equation:
α
Bu
P (peer can serve a neighbor) = 1 − 1 −
P

P ·
Bu Bu
= 1− 1−
P


≈ 1 − e−

Bu ·α
P

Bu
α
P

(4.6)

BitTorrent peers can download from an unlimited number of neighbors simultaneously, thus it is enough that the possible uploader has something that the others
wants. Furthermore, since the limited peer stores and uploads the same Bu pieces,
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it should be noted that this theorem assumes that the neighbors of the peers are
being replaced relatively frequently. This condition is met with most real world
torrents where peers come and go dynamically and there are also a lot of peers
which discover each other only after a long time. If we multiply this probability
with the maximum upload speed, we get the average upload speed provided by a
limited peer.
This upload speed, however, does not yet take into account that the proxy does
not upload while it is pushing pieces to the mobile device. Since transferring pieces
to the mobile phone can take a large portion of the torrent’s complete download
time, this factor cannot be overlooked.
First, we calculate the peer’s actual average upload speed (uL ). Since limited
peers can push pieces to the mobile devices with U speed, the total time spent on
pushing pieces to the mobiles is

P
.
U

Since during these pushing periods uploads

towards the BitTorrent swarm are stopped, the total time a proxy peer is actively
P
dL

−

P
.
U

Dividing this with the total download time gives us the

portion of the total download time during which the peer was uploading: 1 − dUL .

uploading is

Multiplying this with the previously calculated upload speed gives us the average
upload speed.
Lemma 4.11 shows us that besides the upload buffer size, the average number of
peer neighbors α and the number of pieces P can also significantly affect the upload
speed of limited peers. More neighbors means more possible peers to serve. More
pieces increases the required upload buffer size. From the second component of the
product in Eq.(4.5), we can also see that slower download speed actually implies
better upload utilization for limited peers. This is because slower downloads mean
less frequent mobile push periods during which uploads are stopped.
The tit-for-tat (TFT) rating (µL and µR ) shows how much a peer contributes
to the swarm. Actual BitTorrent clients maintain a list of their neighbors’ average
upload speed in the last couple of minutes and choose the fastest uploaders to be
served next. Since our model uses homogeneous peers, only the time they spend
with uploading matters. The TFT rating can be calculated by normalizing the
average upload speed. These values are different from the average upload speed
divided by the upload capacity, because the TFT rating is calculated over a time
interval. Further explanation is provided in the proof of the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.12. The tit-for-tat rating for limited and regulars peers (µL and µR )
are:
µR = 1
(4.7)



−Bu ·α
C · dL
µL = 1 − e P
1−
(4.8)
2U 2 · tdeg
Proof. Similarly as we reasoned in the proof of Lemma 4.11, the TFT rating for
regular peers is 1:
µR =

uR
=1
U

Regular peers do not have storage limitations and thus they are assumed to
be serving other peers all the time. One could argue that when regular peers join
the swarm they do not have any pieces either; however, gathering enough data
to full their upload buffer to utilize their complete upload bandwidth (generally
only 1-2% of the pieces are required as we will see from our experiments) takes a
relatively small amount of time and thus the statement holds.
In the case of limited peers, the formula is similar to the one we used for the
average upload speed but without the upload capacity multiplier. However, there
is a key difference, which is the result of how BitTorrent peers calculate their
neighbors average upload speed for the last couple of minutes. Most clients use a
sliding average which means that even after a neighbor has stopped uploading, its
tit-for-tat rating still remains higher than zero for some time, decreasing as time
passes. The time, after a peer’s TFT rating becomes zero, is the TFT degradation
time tdeg . Figure 4.3 illustrates how a peer’s upload speed and TFT rating relate
to each other.
When a peer is actively uploading µL = 1. When the peer stops uploading,
µL starts decreasing. Pushing a chunk of downloaded data to the mobile devices
takes

C
U

time. Since during this period, the limited peer is not serving the swarm,

its TFT rating can be estimated as the mean of µL during this period:

µL (during mobile push) = 1 −
Downloading the complete torrent takes

P
dL

C
U · tdeg


(4.9)

time. This period can be divided

into two parts: while the peer is pushing content to the mobile device (and not
serving the BitTorrent swarm)

P
U

and the remaining time, when the peer is not
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Figure 4.3. Upload speed versus TFT rating

pushing content to the mobile, but serving the swarm

P
dL

− UP . During the latter

µL = 1 , and during the former it is estimated by Eq.(4.9):
1
µL =



P
dL

−

P
U



+

P
U

P
dL



1−

C
2U tdeg


=1−

C · dL
2U 2 · tdeg

(4.10)

Comparing Lemma 4.11 and 4.12 reveals how the upload speed and the TFT
rating relate to each other. Generally speaking, the TFT rating depicts a more
positive picture of the peer due to the degradation period.
Lemma 4.11 and 4.12 allows us to determine how much the peers contribute
to the swarm and how big percentage of the available bandwidth they receive
when applying BitTorrent’s TFT mechanism. The final step is to determine the
average download speed for both peer classes. The average download speed directly
maps to the download time. Since peer classes are homogeneous, we only need to
determine how the upload capacity of the system is divided between the classes.
Each peer has three sources of downloads: from seeds (dRS , dLS ), from its own class
(dRR , dLL ) and from the other class (dRL , dLR ). The equations that determine the
complete download speed are defined as the sum of the three download source
components:
dR = dRS + dRR + dRL

(4.11)

dL = dLS + dLL + dLR

(4.12)
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Lemma 4.13. The download speeds from seeds are:
dRS = dLS =

U nS
nR + nL

(4.13)

Proof. We have nS seeds, each with U upload capacity. Seeds share their complete
capacity among all downloaders. In earlier versions of BitTorrent, seeds favored
peers with higher download speed. However, since this enabled several exploits and
resulted in ineffective sharing incentives, modern protocol implementations serve
peers based on the time they were last served. Thus all peers are served an equal
amount of data over time. For example, the whole class of regular peers receives
U nS ·

nR
nR +nL

download capacity from seeds. If we divide it with the number of

regular peers (nR ), we get the download speed received by a single peer.
Lemma 4.14. The download speed components of other actively downloading peers
as the source are:
U · nR
1
1
3U · nR
·
·
+
4
nR + nL
4
nR + nL µL

(4.14)

dLL =

1
µL
uL nL
3uL nL
·
·
+
4
nR + nL
4
nR + nL µL

(4.15)

dRL =

1
1
3uL nL
uL nL
·
·
+
4
nR + nL
4
nR + nL µL

(4.16)

dRR =

U · nR
1
3U nR
µL
·
+
·
(4.17)
4
nR + nL
4
nR + nL µL
Proof. The formulas sum all the available upload capacity of a given peer class
dLR =

and divide it between the peers according to BitTorrent’s choking algorithm and
tit-for-tat rules. Each BitTorrent peer selects maximum four peers that they serve
at a time. One of the four peers is the optimistically unchoked peer. This peer is
selected randomly, regardless of its upload history, to give chance to newly joined
peers to get some pieces and start uploading. Since all peers in the network are
selected at the same rate, the fourth of the uploads provided by each peer ( U4 for
regular and

uL
4

for limited peers) are divided equally between all peers:

1
.
nR +nL

The remaining three peers served during an unchoke period are selected based
on BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat mechanism, according to the TFT rating of the peers.
Although in our model all peers have the same maximum upload speed, their TFT
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rating still differs since limited peers may not be able to upload all the time, which
makes them slower uploaders from their partner’s point of view. Since regular
peers has 1 TFT rating and their share is affected only by their number in the
swarm: nR · µR = nR . The TFT rating of limited peers can be less than one, so the
final formula for the share of limited peers from the tit-for-tat part is

µL
.
nR +nL ·µL

We have a set of equations Eqs.(4.2), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), (4.9) and (4.11)–
(4.17) with an equal number of unknowns. We can reduce the system to only two
equations with dR and dL as the unknowns by first substituting Eqs.(4.14)–(4.17)
into Eq.(4.11) and (4.12), then eliminating nR and nL with Eq.(4.2) and (4.3).
Finally, to eliminate the TFT ranking µR and µL , we can use Eqs.(4.4), (4.5),
(4.7) and (4.9).

4.4.2

Configuring buffer sizes

One of the main questions the model of ProxyTorrent aims to answer is the optimal
ratio between the size of the upload buffer (Definition 4.2) and the download buffer
(Definition 4.1). Based on Section 4.4.1, two lower bounds are introduced here for
the buffer sizes, which can be used as a baseline for the buffer configuration.
4.4.2.1

Lower bound for upload buffer size (Bu )

One of the main questions is how many pieces a proxy peer needs to share (store
in its upload buffer) to get similar service as the regular peers which can store
unlimited number of pieces. Generally speaking, if we do not consider the download
buffer size, the larger the upload buffer is, the faster the download speed becomes.
However, after a certain point, the gain from further increasing the buffer size
becomes insignificant. Furthermore, according to our model, the required number
of upload slots largely depends on the average number of connections and the
number of pieces a torrent contains.
We want to have the probability that the peer can upload to others larger than
a given threshold f ∈ [0, 1], where 1 means that there is always someone to which
the peer can upload, thus its complete upload capacity is always utilized. Using
the formula from Eq.4.5 gives us the following inequality:
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1 − e−

Bu ·α
P



≥f

(4.18)

This can be reordered to create the following formula for Bu :
Bu ≥

−P ln (1 − f )
α

(4.19)

If we assume f = 0.9 to achieve 90% upload utilization for limited peers, the
formula gives 2.3 Pα as the optimal upload buffer size for a torrent with P pieces and
an average α neighbors per peer. For example, if we assume that the peers have 50
neighbors, then we can achieve a 90% utilization of the upload capacity by using
an upload buffer which must store even less than 5% of all pieces of the torrent.
However, this method can only be used if the average number of neighbors per peer
is known and is relatively stable. If the BitTorrent swarm is in a dynamic state,
e.g. during the initial phase after the torrent has been published, a static buffer
allocation strategy is not appropriate (in Section 4.4.3 we propose an adaptive
buffer allocation strategy that sets the buffer sizes over time in an adaptive way).
4.4.2.2

Lower bound for download buffer size (Bd )

When choosing the right buffer allocation strategy the goal is to be able to download from as many peers as possible while using the remaining memory for storing
pieces that can be shared with others. Let β denote the maximum number of
peers which are unchoking and serving the client at any given time. Thus if the
client is downloading from β peers, the minimal download buffer size the client
should have is Bd ≥ β. This way it can download from all sources simultaneously.
However, this does not take into account the chunk size C. Since C pieces are
pushed to the mobile device in one chunk, at least C download slots are needed.
The implies the following constraint: Bd ≥ C. Since during pushing the data to
the phone, the download buffer cannot be freed up yet, doubling the number of
download slots ensures that while a chunk is being transferred to the mobile, a
new chunk can start downloading. This is true as long as the proxy’s download
speed is lower than its upload speed towards the mobile device. If the proxy can
download several pieces while a push is being in progress, more download slots are
needed:
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(
Bd ≥

4.4.3

C
β

d 

if C ≥ β

L

 dUL 
U

(4.20)

if C < β

Adaptive buffer allocation

In Section 4.4.2 we have introduced the formulas that can be used to configure the
proxy’s upload and download buffer size based on the analytical model. However,
these methods require relatively stable swarm characteristics and the preliminary
knowledge of certain system parameters to work effectively. An alternative way is
to use an adaptive algorithm that gradually updates the slot allocation to find the
correct upload/download buffer ratio.
The adaptive buffer allocation mechanism is based on the following principles:
• Increase the size of the upload buffer gradually if there is unutilized download
buffer space.
• The newly added upload buffer slot is filled up with a "fresh" piece that
other peers need. This ensures that the client has pieces that can be served
to others throughout the buffer adaptation process.
• Put those pieces into the upload buffer that the largest number of peers we
are currently interested in needs. This ensures that those peers can be served
that can also serve us.
• Neglect those peers that do not serve us after we have served them. This
ensures that the upload buffer is reserved for only those peers that can be
beneficial for us.
• Always preserve enough space for the download buffer so that the maximum
number of parallel downloads can be performed.
Following the listed principles, the adaptive mechanism is defined by Heuristic
4.1.
At start, the upload buffer size is set to 4. Since BitTorrent unchokes 4 peers
during an unchoke round, this ensures that all four peers can be served even if
they are interested in different pieces.
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Heuristic 4.1 Adaptive-buffer-allocation
Symbols: B is the total buffer size (B = Bu + Bd )
I is the current set of peers the client is interested in
N is the set of blacklisted peers
Bd,max is the maximum download buffer utilization during the current
buffer allocation period
Bu ← 4, N ← 0
do// buffer allocation period
Bu = Bu + 1, Bd = Bd − 1 except for the first iteration
Bd,max ← 0; during the buffer allocation period, measure the maximum
download buffer allocation and store it in Bd,max
5:
Fill free upload slots with pieces that the largest number of
peers ∈ I\N are interested in
6:
Serve peers from I\N for at least 40 seconds (4 choking periods) and
while there is any peer p ∈ I that unchokes (serves) the client

1:
2:
3:
4:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

if a peer p that was served for at least 10 seconds, has not unchoked us in
10 seconds then
N =N ∪p
if a peer p ∈ N has unchoked us then
N = N \p
if I\N = 0 then
N ←0
while Bd > Bd,max
The algorithm maintains a blacklist N for the peers that probably won’t upload

to us. Blacklisted peers are not unchoked or served. A peer is inserted into N if it
has been served for at least 10 seconds (the length of an unchoke round) and has
not unchoked us afterwards in 10 seconds (lines 7-8). Since BitTorrent peers select
new standard unchoke candidates every 10 seconds, this ensures that we wait until
the next unchoke selection of the other peer. If our client has not been selected
then it is likely that the other peer has faster uploaders and the client will not
be selected in the near future. The blacklist is reset if there are no more possible
peers to upload to (lines 11-12) and a peer is taken out from the blacklist if it
has unchoked the client (lines 9-10). It should be emphasized that although the
depicted heuristic lists these instructions at a fixed place of the program flow (lines
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7-12), adjusting N can happen any time during the client is running and if one of
the conditions is met.
The running time can be divided into separate buffer allocation periods (lines
3-12). A buffer allocation period begins with increasing the buffer size (except
for the first period) and ends after serving other peers until there are no more
uploaders, but for at least 4 unchoke periods (40 seconds) long. Before starting
the 40 second countdown, the client fills up any new free upload buffer slots with
pieces. These pieces are selected in a way to favor the peers we are interested in
(I) and neglecting blacklisted peers (N ). The 40 second minimum serving period
covers 4 unchoke periods which gives enough time for both serving the other peers
and checking the effect of the current upload buffer size on the download buffer
utilization [Laoutaris et al., 2008]. During the buffer allocation period, the system
maintains the value of Bd,max which stores the maximum download buffer utilization (maximum number of required download buffer slots) during the current
period. At the end of the period, the client compares the total download buffer
size (Bd ) and the maximum buffer utilization (Bd,max ). If the maximum buffer
utilization reaches the size of the download buffer (Bd = Bd,max ), the buffer adaptation ends. In the other case, if there is still unutilized download buffer space, a
new buffer allocation period starts.
The heuristic was tested via simulations, whose results are presented in Section 4.5.2.

4.4.4

Estimating client energy consumption

The mobile client using ProxyTorrent receives data in bursts: each time the proxy
server has accumulated C pieces, they are forwarded together to the client in a
single burst. Based on Eq.(3.1) from the simple energy model for bursty traffic
outlined in Section 3.6, we can give an estimate on the energy consumption of
a ProxyTorrent client. The energy consumption of the mobile phone does not
depend on the download speed of the proxy as long as the gaps between the bursts
are long enough to let the phone enter idle state. What matters is the number of
bursts, which can be directly influenced with the chunk size parameter.
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The length of a burst is tb =

C
,
U

while the total number of bursts is n =

P
.
C

Substituting these into Eq.(3.1) gives:
E=

P
P
Pb + Eoh
U
C

(4.21)

It should be noted, that this model can only be used if the duration of the
overhead period toh = tstart + tend is shorter than the gap period tg . The gap period
is the length of the time period between the end of a burst and the beginning of
the next one. It can be expressed as:
tg =
C
dL

C
C
−
dL U

(4.22)

is the time the proxy peer needs to download a chunk of data (C pieces)

from the BitTorrent swarm.

C
U

is the time needed to push a chunk to the mobile

device. The difference between the two is the length of the time period when the
peer is downloading the next chunk but has already finished the previous, thus the
mobile device is idle.
Figure 4.4 shows the total energy consumption as a function of the chunk size
in swarms with 5% proxy peers, a 2000 piece torrent and using 20 pieces upload
buffer size. It can be seen that the larger the chunk size, the smaller the energy
overhead becomes and thus the total energy consumption decreases. However,
we must be aware, that the energy consumption plot depicts realistic values only
because the gap size tg is larger than the tail time tend .
In order to demonstrate how the gap size can be influenced by system parameters, the plot in Figure 4.5 shows the values of the gap size in swarms
with different limited peer ratios. More limited peers means worse overall performance which also affects the length of the gaps between pushing pieces to the
mobile devices. This means that if tt = 15, which is a typical value in 3G networks [Balasubramanian et al., 2009], the smallest chunk size that still allows using
Eq.(4.21) and gives correct values in a swarm with 5% limited peers is 14. This,
however, is not a major constraint since in most practical situations the larger
chunk sizes are preferred, and thus the gap size will be large enough to cover the
time period during which the radio switches to low power mode.
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Figure 4.4. Energy consumption as a function of chunk size (C) in a network with 5%
limited peers

Figure 4.5. Burst gap size (tg ) as a function of chunk size (C)

4.5
4.5.1

Simulation and model verification
Simulation setup and methodology

The goal of the simulations was to validate the analytical model and investigate
how the system would work on a larger scale. We used a heavily modified version of
a discrete-event BitTorrent simulator originally developed by Microsoft Research
[Bharambe et al., 2006]. The simulator models most BitTorrent mechanisms, including tit-for-tat, choking, and rarest first piece selection. Support for end-game
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mode is missing, which increases the download time of the last pieces of the torrent; however, since all of the simulated peers suffer from this effect, their relative
performance is not affected significantly.
The network model associates a downlink and an uplink bandwidth for each
node, which allows modeling asymmetric access networks. The simulator uses
these bandwidth settings to appropriately delay the blocks exchanged by nodes.
The delay calculation takes into account the number of flows that are sharing the
uplink or downlink at either end, which may vary with time. The network model
contains two important simplifications. First, the network propagation delay is
not modeled. This is relevant only for the small-sized control packets (e.g., the
packets used by nodes to request blocks from their neighbors), which does not
contribute much to the total amount of transferred data. Second, the packet-level
dynamics of TCP connections are not taken into account. It is assumed that
connections traversing a link share the link bandwidth equally, with the share of
each connection adjusted as the number of connections varies.
Naturally, our main addition to the base simulator is the inclusion of the two
separate peer classes and the simulation of the ProxyTorrent protocol. Each limited
peer can be configured using the system parameters introduced by the analytical
model in Section 4.4.1 including upload and download bandwidth, total buffer
size, download and upload buffer allocation ratio and burst chunk size. When a
limited peer accumulates a chunk of downloaded pieces, it stops sharing for the
time required to push the pieces to the mobile client. During this period, the
limited peer does not upload to any other BitTorrent peers. Since we are focusing
on the performance of the swarm, the actual transfer to the mobile client is not
simulated. Nevertheless, the energy consumption of the mobile devices can be still
estimated based on the length and speed of the transfers plus the intervals (gaps)
between the transfers.
When designing the simulation scenarios and choosing the simulation parameters, the goal was to mimic a practical, real-life setup, which we would likely
encounter when BitTorrent is being used for sharing popular content. Where not
stated otherwise, the following system parameters were used. The number of pieces
was P = 2000, the piece size was set to 256 kB, thus the size of the torrent was 500
MB. The peers had around 120 active neighbors (α = 120), the degradation period
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tdeg was set to 40 seconds (4 unchoke rounds). The peers had 128 kB/s upload
capacity. The peer join rate was λ = 1, meaning that a new peer joined every
second. Peers left the network immediately as soon as they finished downloading.
Only three seeds were used, so that the effect of leechers (active peers) is more
significant. To reach the steady state quicker, the simulations were started with
1000 leechers with 50% of the torrent already downloaded (random pieces were
selected). The simulation time was 100000 seconds so the active set of peers were
completely replaced several times.

4.5.2

Simulation results

We analyzed four scenarios with different limited/regular peer join ratios. For
example, in the "5% limited peers" scenario, 5% of the joining peers were limited.
The 5% case can be considered as the most realistic case, since it is unlikely that
in real BitTorrent networks more than 5% of the peers were running on routers, at
least in the near future. In the other three cases, higher percentage of the peers was
limited. In all cases we varied the upload buffer size of the peers and analyzed how
it influenced the download time. Each simulation scenario was performed three
times. The the results are depicted in Figure 4.6. The figure shows the results of
both the analytical model (MOD) and the simulator (SIM). Both approaches give
rather consistent results with the exception of very large buffer sizes.
Starting with the 5% limited peers scenario depicted in Figure 4.6, we can
see that the download speed of regular peers is almost constant regardless of the
buffer size of limited peers. This is not surprising because a small number of
limited peers cannot have a major impact on the whole community. When we look
at the download speed of the limited peers, we see that there is always a significant
difference between the limited and regular peers, even if the limited peers share a
relatively large number of pieces. This is because the limited peers must also send
the pieces to the mobile client during which they pause uploads to their peers,
which hurts their TFT ranking and download speed.
Nevertheless, increasing the upload buffer size improves the download speed
(until some point). The optimal upload buffer size criteria from Eq.(4.19), gives
us Bu = 38 for the number of pieces that should be shared to reach 90% of the
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performance of the regular peers. This value is supported by these results: both
the analytical model’s and the simulations’ rate of change is quite low at around
40 pieces.
However, the simulation results show a turning point at around 45 pieces, after
which increasing the upload buffer size actually hurts the performance of the peer.
This is the result of failing to meet the download buffer constraint Bd in Eq.(4.20).
 
The number of active connections was around β = 6, thus Bd ≤ β dUL = 6, which
is the minimal number of download slots the peer should use to be able to utilize
all download possibilities. Consequently, when the upload buffer size is 45, only 5
pieces are available for the download buffer which is not enough. Increasing the
upload buffer further and decreasing the download buffer correspondingly results in
declining performance. Although this effect is not modeled by our main equations,
it can be checked by using Eq.(4.20). As a rule of thumb we can say that increasing
Bu is good for the swarm as long as the constraint for Bd defined in Eq.(4.20) is
satisfied.
Looking at the results of the remaining three simulated scenarios in Figure 4.6,
we can see that a networks with more limited peers behave similarly as the 5%
network. Since there is a larger number of "lower quality" peers, which do not
upload continuously and share only a limited set of pieces, the average download
time is lower for all peers. It can be seen that when only a small number of
pieces are shared, the limited peers get much worse service in the 75% than in
the 5% scenario since using fewer upload slots potentially lowers the number of
available download sources in the entire network. Regular peers are still only
slightly affected, but interestingly, the larger upload buffer of limited peers actually
resulted in a somewhat worse performance for the regular peers. This can be traced
back to tit-for-tat: limited peers can contribute more frequently if they have more
uploadable pieces, but unfortunately they are not as good uploaders as BitTorrent’s
TFT mechanism calculates. Limited peers periodically stop uploading completely,
and as we could see in the proof of Lemma 4.12 in Section 4.4.1, these stops are
not fully reflected in the TFT rating. Anyhow, the difference between the regular
peers’ download time at upload buffer size 5 and 50 is no more than 4%.
The adaptive buffer allocation mechanism, introduced by Section 4.4.3 was also
evaluated via simulations. Figure 4.7 illustrates how the adaptive heuristic controls
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Figure 4.6. Average download rate for networks with 5% limited peers, 25% limited
peers, 50% limited peers and 75% limited peers. SIM states for simulation, MOD is for
the analytical model’s results.

the download buffer size as a function of time in the 5% and 75% limited peer
cases (the charts show average values over all proxy peers). The buffer allocation
gradually settles to around Bd = 7 and Bd = 8 (Bu = 43 and Bu = 42), which
are close to the values given by the analytical model. In the swarm with the
larger number of limited peers, the buffer allocation period ends somewhat earlier,
finishing the complete process in less time compared with the swarm with more
standard peers.
In order to further analyze Heuristic 4.1, the performance of the adaptive mechanism was compared with using static buffer sizes in networks with different peer
join rates (λ). The static buffer ratio was set to a fixed value for all simulations
(Bu = 44 and Bd = 6, which resulted in close to optimal download times in the
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Figure 4.7. Simulations with the adaptive buffer allocation algorithm with 5% and 75%
limited peers in the swarm. The size of the download buffer is depicted as a function of
the time spent since joining the network.

previous simulations where λ was set to 1). This was compared with using Heuristic 4.1 to dynamically configure the buffers during downloading. Each simulation
was performed two times, and the simulation parameters were set according to
Section 4.5.1. The results depicted in Figure 4.8 clearly show how the static buffer
allocation cannot cope with the increasing number of peers. As the peer join rate
increases, the number of active neighbors of a peer also rises. In the static case,
limited peers have only 6 download slots, which is good enough for λ = 1 but
results in worse performance for networks with more peers, where more download
slots would be needed. In contrast with this, the adaptive algorithm can dynamically set the buffer size and this results in better performance. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that, as the λ = 1 case demonstrates, a correctly set static buffer
ratio can imply better download times since there is no adaptation period and the
client can use its full buffer capacity from the beginning. This, however, is only
possible if the swarm is already in the steady state and system parameters are
known.
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Figure 4.8. Simulation results: comparison of using static buffer allocation and the
adaptive heuristic with varying peer join rate values.

4.6
4.6.1

Measurements and experiments
ProxyTorrent prototype and measurement setup

We developed our prototype with Linux and off-the-shelf router hardware. The
Linux distribution that we installed onto the routers is DD-WRT [dd-, 2012], which
is an open source embedded operating system specially tailored for routers. In
addition to giving us the ability to fully control the router’s network configuration
setup, DD-WRT allows us to build and execute custom applications on a wide
range of commercially available routers. As hardware we used Asus WL-500gP,
which has a 266 MHz CPU, 8 MB flash storage, and 32 MB RAM.
Connecting to the BitTorrent swarm was carried out with the Enhanced CTorrent BitTorrent client [ect, 2012], which is a standard BitTorrent client designed to
be fast and lightweight. We extended CTorrent with the proxy functionality. The
modified version allows us to experiment with different parameters, in particular,
to specify the size of the upload and download buffers plus the chunk size.
The mobile client communicates with the proxy with TCP. We observed that
by using multiple TCP connections in parallel we were able to increase the bit rate
of the data transfer from proxy to phone and, in this way, improve the energyefficiency. Finding the reasons behind this phenomenon would require further
research, but we suspect it is caused by the TCP stack implementation of our test
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phone model. We experimented with different number of connections and it turned
out that increasing the number of connections beyond 5 did not improve the speed
anymore. Therefore, we used 5 parallel connections for the measurements.
We allocated roughly 13 MB of the router’s RAM memory for ProxyTorrent
to have capacity for 100 BitTorrent pieces (of 128 kByte in size); the remaining
memory was used by the operating system and services running on the router.
We performed a set of tests with different memory buffer allocations, which
showed that the majority of memory should be allocated for the upload buffer.
This matches the modeling and simulation results. Consequently, we used a fixed
allocation of 75% upload buffer and 25% download buffer in the subsequent measurements.
We performed our measurements in live BitTorrent networks. We repeated
each measurement at least three times and calculated the average download time
and energy consumption. The scenario was to download a popular, heavily seeded
105 MByte torrent with 128 kByte piece size to the phone. During the tests the
swarm had around 500 peers and around 1:5 leecher/seeder ratio. For comparison,
we also downloaded the same torrent with SymTorrent, our mobile phone based
standard BitTorrent client.

4.6.2

Download speed and energy consumption

The 3G and WLAN based measurement results are shown in Figure 4.9. The
router based proxy results are labeled "ProxyTorrent" plus the chunk size used for
the transfer (e.g. CS 5 means 5 pieces are sent to the phone in one chunk).
In comparison with SymTorrent, using the router-based proxy consumes 40%
less energy with 3G and 55% less with WLAN. As expected, doing transfers at
higher speed significantly improves the energy efficiency. In addition to better
bandwidth utilization, shorter download times and lower protocol overhead contribute to the energy savings.
Figure 4.9 also shows that the chunk size has only a small influence on the performance. With WLAN the energy overhead related to each burst (for activation
and deactivation of the connections) is very small. Therefore, the number of burst,
which chunk size influences, is of little importance for WLAN.
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Figure 4.9. Measured energy consumption and download time of a 105 MB torrent
with different clients and access technologies. Different chunk sizes (CS) were used in the
three ProxyTorrent measurements.

The results also highlight that for 3G the chunk size has only a minor effect;
the energy difference between using 1 and 10 chunks is only 9%. At first glance
this is surprising because for 3G the energy overhead related to each burst is high
and minimizing the number of burst should save energy. A detailed examination
shows that in these tests the torrent download time was so fast that the 3G radio
interface did not have time to enter the idle state at all. The energy savings of the
3G case then mainly come from the shorter overall torrent download time that the
proxy enables rather than from the traffic shaping.

4.6.3

Chunk size and bursts

In real-life scenarios, it often happens that the proxy cannot download the torrent
as fast as it can push the content to the mobile device. In order to analyze this
case, we artificially limited the download speed of the proxy to 64 kbyte/s. We
measured the power consumption and download speed while the proxy downloaded
and pushed 50 Mbytes of data to the mobile with different chunk sizes. Figure
4.10 illustrates the results of the measurements (each measurement scenario was
performed two times).
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These results nicely complement the synthetic measurements introduced in Section 3.5: increasing the chunk size resulted in smaller energy consumption. Difference between energy consumption with chunk size 4 and 20 is 12%. Nevertheless,
the download time also increased with 8%, but larger chunk sizes incurred no
further penalty. This indicates that the torrent used during the tests was well
provisioned with enough seeds acting as uploaders.

Figure 4.10. Using different chunk sizes with ProxyTorrent – Measurement results for
total download time and energy consumption

To further investigate the case, we separately analyzed the phone’s power and
download speed in a 200 second interval, which is illustrated in Figure 4.11. It is
nicely visible how both the bursts and the gaps between them get longer as the
chunk size increases. The power graphs show that with chunk size 4, the phone can
hardly ever enter the low power state. With chunk size 12 and 20, the gaps become
longer than the tail time and thus the phone can enter the low power mode. We
can also observe the overhead time: the power remains at the same level for several
seconds after the last bit of the previous chunk was sent.

4.7

Distributed proxies

In the previous sections, we have seen how the energy efficiency of ProxyTorrent
depends on the download and upload speeds of the proxy, on the efficient use of
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Figure 4.11. Using different chunk sizes with ProxyTorrent – Measurement results for
total download time and energy consumption

memory, and on how big chunks of data is pushed to the phone. Here we expand the
concept further by studying how multiple co-operating proxies influence content
download.
If the uplink of the proxy is slower than the downlink of the mobile device then
energy efficiency can be improved by increasing the transfer speed. If the proxy’s
uplink capacity is fully utilized then using multiple proxies can be the solution.
Each proxy downloads part of the content and then pushes it to the mobile phone
simultaneously with the other proxies. This improves the utilization of the wireless
downlink, which increases the energy-efficiency.

4.7.1

Analytical model for multi-proxy ProxyTorrent

We introduce an analytical model which allows investigating the energy consumption of the mobile devices when multiple proxies are used.
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The following list summarizes all symbols used in the multi-proxy analysis
(some of the symbols have been covered earlier, the burst related time values are
illustrated in Figure 3.5 in Section 3.6):
Definition
4.15
(Multi-proxy
P : Number of pieces
S

: Piece size in bytes

C

: Chunk size

analytical

model

symbols).

UP : Proxy upload capacity
dP : Proxy average download speed
DC : Mobile client download capacity
Pb : Average power during burst
tg

: Gap time: time between bursts

tb

: Burst time

toh : Overhead time: time to go to low power state
Eoh : Overhead energy consumption
nP : Number of proxies
nC : Total number of bursts
The burst time tb is the length of the time period in which all concurrent
proxies sends a single burst, containing a chunk of C pieces, to the mobile device.
Assuming that all proxies have the same upload speed, the burst time can be
calculated by dividing the size of data sent in one burst by the transfer speed. As
long as the sum of the upload capacities of the proxies is smaller than the phone’s
download capacity, each proxy can upload at its maximum speed. However, at
some point, the mobile’s download bandwidth becomes the bottleneck, and adding
more proxies will start increasing the burst time. The burst time can be determined
according to the following formula:
tb =

C ·S


DC
min UP , nP

(4.23)

Although using more proxies may result in longer bursts, this is because more
data is transferred in one burst, which is good for the energy consumption. The
more proxies are used, the less bursts are required. The total number of bursts for
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downloading the torrent to the mobile device is given as:


P
nC =
nP · C


(4.24)

The size of the idle period between the bursts (tg ) is important because it
determines if the wireless interface can switch to low energy mode. Assuming that
while uploading a burst, the proxy can start downloading the next one, the gap
time is the download time minus the burst time tb :
tg =

C ·S
− tb
dp

(4.25)

Finally, the total energy cost of the BitTorrent download is given as the product
of the number of bursts and the energy consumed during each burst, including the
overhead energy as well. The energy consumed during a burst is simply the length
of the burst multiplied by the average power: tB PB . Determining the overhead
energy is a bit more complicated since it can be affected by the length of the gaps
between the bursts. If the gaps between the bursts are short, the wireless interface
cannot enter the low power state and the overhead periods overleap with each
other. In this case, the overhead energy experienced by the client is proportional
to the length of the gap, and can be expressed as Eoh ttohg (this is based on the
assumption that the power during the overhead period is constant which is true
for most of the overhead time, except the very first seconds). However, if the gap is
longer than toh , this is based on the assumption that the power during the overhead
period is constant which is true for most of the overhead time, except the very first
seconds). However, if the gap
 is longer, then Eoh energy is consumed. This can be
tg
expressed as Eoh min toh , 1 . Finally, the formula for the mobile client’s energy
consumption is given as follows:



tg
E = nb tb Pb + Eoh min
,1
toh

(4.26)

Energy consumption values calculated with Eq.(4.26) are compared with measurements results in Section 4.7.3, and this equation is also used as the basis of
the analytical experiments presented in Section 4.7.2.
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4.7.2

Analytical experiments

The difference between using one or several proxies highly depends on the ratio
of the mobile devices’ download speed and the proxy upload speed. In the first
experiment we set the parameters in a way that the UP /DC ratio was low and thus
introducing more proxies had a significant and clearly visible effect. The parameter
values: UP = 32kB/s, DC = 320kB/s (so that the ratio was 0.1), the torrent had
P = 1000 pieces with piece size S = 128kB. The chunk size C was set to 40. Based
on our measurements with T-Mobil Hungary and a Nokia N82 smartphone, the
energy overhead was Eoh = 25W, the overhead time toh = 35s.

Figure 4.12. Total energy consumption as a function of the number of proxies

Figure 4.12 depicts the energy consumption for the whole torrent download. By
introducing more proxies the mobile device can download the data faster, which
results in better energy utilization. However, the trend stops when the number
of proxies reaches 10. At this point, the cumulative upload speed of all proxies
reaches the mobile device’s download capacity, thus it cannot be improved any
further.
All proxies push the data to the mobile device simultaneously during the push
periods. This means that by adding more proxies, more data is transferred during
one burst and the total number of bursts required to download the complete torrent
decreases. Until reaching 5 proxies, each new proxy can effectively decrease the
number of bursts required. However, there is no difference between having for
instance 5 and 6 proxies. The reason for this is that 6 parallel proxies still needs
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the same number of bursts to send the torrent, even if during the last burst, some
proxies have nothing to do in the 6 proxy case.
Figure 4.12 also highlights that adding more proxies than needed can be actually harmful, e.g. increasing the number of proxies from 10 to 12. All proxies use
the same burst size and push a fixed number of pieces to the mobile. When the
capacity of the mobile device is reached, the proxies cannot use their full uplink
capacity but still need to upload the same amount of pieces, thus the length of the
bursts starts to increase. Although further increasing the number of proxies may
still result in less bursts, the benefit is so small that it may not worth it at all.
In our second experiment, we wanted to find out what is the energy difference
between using a single proxy and multiple synchronous proxies, when the UP /DC
ratios varies. The results are shown in Figure 4.13; the dashed vertical lines depict
the ratios where the energy consumption has reached its minimum. As the difference between the proxy’s upload capacity and the mobile’s download capacity
decreases, the gain from using multiple proxies slowly vanishes. Although not as
fast as the single proxy’s, the energy consumption of the 2 proxy case keeps decreasing until ratio 0.5. At 0.5, the two proxies can fill the mobile’s total capacity
and thus they cannot provide any more benefit for higher values. When there are
three proxies, their cumulative capacity is already high enough at ratio 0.33.

Figure 4.13. Energy consumption with one, two and three proxies using different proxy
upload/mobile download speed ratios
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In the next experiment we investigated how the proxy download speed and
the different network timeout parameters affect the energy consumption. In the
analysis, we used parameter values measured with real world operators and also
included the optimal, and currently theoretical, case when the timeout is zero,
so there is no overhead energy. We measured 35s timeout in Hungary with TMobile, and [Balasubramanian et al., 2009] observed 14s in the US. Figure 4.14
shows the total energy consumption with two proxies as a function of the ratio
between proxy download speed and proxy upload speed (the upload speed was
fixed at 320 kB/s). As the proxies’ download speed increases, the gaps between
the bursts become shorter. If the 3G timeout period after the burst end before the
next burst, the total energy consumption is not affected by the speed, since during
the idle periods, the energy consumption is close to zero. However, if the timeout
periods start to overlap with the bursts, the overhead energy starts to decrease.
If the proxy download speed is increased further (in our case when reaching that
ratio 0.24, which is 77kB/s), the gaps disappear and the bursty transfer becomes
a continuous stream of data.

Figure 4.14. 3G energy consumption with different operator parameters as the function
of the ratio of the proxy download speed and proxy upload capacity (assuming that
D C = UP )

The length of the overhead time determines at which proxy download speed the
burst starts to overlap. The main benefit of the bursty approach is that no matter
how slow the proxy is downloading, the energy consumption remains the same.
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This effect starts to fade away as soon as the bursts overlap, e.g. with toh = 35s
at 0.24 ratio and with toh = 14s at 0.34.
The third curve depicted in Figure 4.14 shows what happens if there is no
overhead energy and the phone can immediately enter idle mode after the transfer
is done. In this case, the proxy’s download time has no effect on the mobile’s
energy consumption: no matter how long the gaps between the bursts are, these
periods incur zero energy cost.

4.7.3

Measurements

To measure the performance of the solution, we extended the original prototype of
ProxyTorrent to support multiple proxies. Since the focus of these experiments are
on the energy characteristics of the mobile client, we did not implement a central
logic for distributing the work among the proxies. Instead, the mobile client was
responsible for giving orders to each proxy dividing the torrent download task
among them.
Table 4.1 shows the measurement results obtained while downloading a 50 MB
large torrent file to a mobile phone using a single and two distributed proxies
hosting the prototype system. The piece size (S) was 128 kB, the chunk size (C)
was 40 pieces. Each of the 12 measurement cases were performed at least 3 times
in a 7 day interval; the table depicts the average of the readings. The table also
contains the values obtained by using Eq.(4.26) from the analytical model defined
by Section 4.7.1.
Regarding the 3G measurements, we can see that downloading the same content
with multiple proxies is much more energy efficient if the proxy download speed is
small and consequently there are gaps between the bursts. In the 256 kB/s case,
the proxy could download pieces fast enough to continuously serve the mobile
device, thus most of the overhead energy consumption coming from the bursts was
eliminated. The difference between the synchronous and the asynchronous case is
also significant. Since in the asynchronous case the proxies do not start uploading
at the same time, the mobile might not be able to enter idle mode, which is also
visible on the energy consumption.
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Bearer

dP

64
3G
256

64
WLAN
256

Test Case
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2

proxy
proxies
proxies
proxy
proxies
proxies
proxy
proxies
proxies
proxy
proxies
proxies

async
sync
async
sync
async
sync
async
sync

DL speed measured (kB/s)
101
124
152
104
141
148
104
141
148
111
159
186

Total
E
measured (J)
948
615
564
685
556
543
685
556
543
495
383
343

Total
E
modeled (J)
969
550
738
518
738
518
507
302

Table 4.1. Distributed proxy 3G and WLAN measurement results with modelled data

The last column shows the energy consumption calculated with Eq.(4.26) from
the analytical model. When configuring the model, we used the speed values from
the measurement results to set the proxy upload speed (e.g. when we measured
104 kB/s speed with one proxy we used UP = 104 for calculating the energy
consumption with the model). The analytical model performed fairly well in both
the 64 kB/s and the 256 kB/s proxy download speed limit case, with only about
2% error for 3G. Compared with the measurements, the model gave somewhat
higher energy with lower download speeds and lower energy if the download speed
was higher (i.e. with two proxies). This is due to the fact that even 3G power
depends on the transfer speed, i.e. with 100 kB/s download speed, we observed
1.4W in average, and in the higher speed case the power was often close to 1.6W.
Since in the model we used the same power value (1.5W) in both cases, it gave
slightly different.
The WLAN measurement results show similar behavior as the 3G measurements. Although WLAN incurs almost zero overhead energy, these measurements
also prove that it cannot fully adopt to the transfer speed, and thus the energy/bit
ratio is much lower at slower speeds. Compared with the 3G analysis, the error
of the model is somewhat higher, but it is still in the acceptable range. It should
be mentioned that the model assumed zero energy consumption for the idle state
(which is generally a valid assumption for short measurement time, since the power
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is less than 0.1W), but during the actual measurements we occasionally observed
periods with higher power (0.1–0.2W), which influenced the results.

4.8

Conclusions

The particular interest of this research has been the use of widely available broadband routers to assist in BitTorrent downloading. We have investigated using the
router as a proxy splitting the content download into two phases: normal BitTorrent download (between proxy and peers) and pushing the pieces to a mobile
phone. Our results show that using an auxiliary computing device as a proxy can
speed up the download time and at the same time save energy at the mobile phone.
This work has both a practical side and a more theoretical side. On the practical
side, it shows that using broadband routers as proxies for BitTorrent downloads is
feasible and results in energy savings and user experience improvements via shorter
download times. The concept can thus be deployed, and it would be rather easy
to take into practical use because it is compatible with existing BitTorrent clients
and does not harm the efficient operation of BitTorrent communities.
On the theoretical side, we have investigated how BitTorrent works on memorylimited devices. Only a relatively small number of pieces are required to achieve
full upload utilization and reach good download speeds. Most of the available
memory should be allocated to serving other peers. This memory allocation can
be done statically using our analytical formulas or with an adaptive algorithm. The
amount of data that is sent to the mobile device in one pass is another important
parameter that influences the performance. In general, a larger chunk size can save
energy but it may increase the download time.
Furthermore, we have also extended the proxy-based system by distributing the
proxy to multiple hosts. We have presented an analytical model and carried out
experiments which showed that using multiple proxies can significantly improve the
energy efficiency if a single proxy is not enough to completely full a mobile device’s
download bandwidth. These results are also supported by measurements. As long
as the energy consumption of wireless radio technologies cannot fully adapt to the
transfer speed, proxy based systems reshaping the traffic will be valid solutions for
the energy issue.
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The results of this chapter are summarized by Thesis I and Thesis II, which
are defined in Section 8.1.1 and Section 8.1.2.

Chapter

5

Bursty Content Sharing Protocol
for Mobile Devices
5.1

Introduction

In this Chapter we explore a new BitTorrent-based protocol referred to as BurstTorrent, which enables improved energy efficiency for its participants. A fundamental difference between this and the the proxy-based BitTorrent solutions covered
by Chapter 4 is that BurstTorrent does not require helper peers (proxies) or any
kind of extra components. Nevertheless, all peers, including mobile devices, that
want to benefit from the lower energy consumption must implement a new protocol. Legacy peers using standard BitTorrent can still participate in the swarm but
has certain limitations that are covered later.
The essence of BurstTorrent is that instead of transferring data at a constant
but suboptimal speed, peers negotiate time intervals with each other in which
they transfer data at full speed. This can be thought as a high level traffic shaping
solution which creates a bursty traffic schedule. Between the bursts, peers can
enter idle (low energy) state, conserving energy.
Creating a bursty traffic schedule among a large group of peers is a very difficult
task that would require several peers to be synchronized and coordinated together
either by a central component or in distributed way. The administration costs of
this would most likely ruin the whole concept. Therefore, BurstTorrent does not
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try to create a common transfer schedule for all peers but operates between a pair
of peers instead. Creating a schedule between only two peers is a simpler task that
can be carried out with relatively small overhead.
In the context of BurstTorrent, all peers, let them be fixed computers or mobile devices, run some kind of BitTorrent client. This client is either a standard,
unmodified BitTorrent client or the extended BurstTorrent client. The peers are
divided into three categories based on the type of BitTorrent client they host and
their role in the transfer scheduling.
Definition 5.1 (BurstTorrent peer categories). The three peer categories of BurstTorrent are regular, bursty and legacy.
Regular peer: A regular peer is a peer that uses standard BitTorrent to serve
other regular peers and BurstTorrent (bursty transmissions) to serve bursty peers.
Bursty peer: A bursty peer is an energy-limited peer served by regular peers
via high-speed bursty transmissions. Bursty peers does not serve each other.
Legacy peer: Legacy peers use standard BitTorrent to serve other legacy and
regular peers. Legacy peers cannot serve bursty peers.
We can say that the main operation of BurstTorrent is performed between one
regular and another bursty peer. The regular peer is most likely a fixed computer
and the bursty peer is an energy-limited mobile device. The regular peer serves the
data in bursts to the bursty peer which can thus conserve energy during idle periods
between bursts. Bursty peers are the only peers that saves energy compared with
using standard BitTorrent. Regular peers do not care about receiving bursty traffic
themselves. Legacy peers running standard BitTorrent cannot serve bursty peers
but can still serve other regular or legacy peers using the standard BitTorrent
protocol.

5.2

The BurstTorrent protocol

In BurstTorrent, bursty peers negotiate time intervals with regular peers when the
regular peers would promise to use all the necessary resources to send content to
the downloading peer with the agreed speed. Regular peers maintain an upload
schedule in which they store points of time when data is needed to be sent to bursty
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peers. Although regular peers could schedule multiple transfers, the protocol allows
storing only one scheduled transfer at a time for each regular peer to minimize
the size of the schedules both on the downloaders’ and on the uploaders’ side.
This means that the regular peers know only the next scheduled upload they are
going to perform, and bursty peers need to wait until this upload is done to issue
new schedule requests to the regular peer. This way the excessive growth of the
schedules can be prevented. A small schedule, in our case containing only one
entry, is much easier to maintain. Also, if there were more schedule entries, the
risk of the regular peer leaving the network before serving the request would also
increase.
Regular peers serve other regular/legacy peers and bursty peers alternating in
time. Each scheduled transfer period is followed by a period in which the regular
peer serves only other regular or legacy peers. Regarding which peers are served,
there is no difference between regular and legacy peers: both categories are treated
equally, thus from know on when we refer to serving regular peers, it also means
legacy peers. The length of the serving period is calculated based on the time spent
serving the previous bursty peer. Each regular peer schedules only one transfer at
a time and refuse further request until the transfer is carried out. This guarantees
that the regular peers in the swarm always "get back" the bandwidth that was
taken away from them during the scheduled transfer time. This can be observed
in Figure 5.1, which depicts the initial period of the upload schedule of a regular
peer serving BurstTorrent requests. The grey bars mark the time periods reserved
for serving bursty peers, and regular peers are served between these.
Creating the upload schedule for a regular peer is carried out via a two-phase
schedule negotiation process between a regular peer and a bursty peer. This involves bursty peers contacting a regular peer to set up a scheduled transfer. In
the context of creating the schedule, a regular peer is either in the FREE or in
the RESERVED state. When the regular peer is FREE, any incoming schedule
request will be answered. However, if the peer is RESERVED, incoming schedule
requests are refused until the regular peer returns to FREE state.
Definition 5.2 (Regular peer states). A regular peer is always in one of the
following two states:
FREE: The upload schedule of the regular peer is empty.
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Figure 5.1. Timeline of a regular BurstTorrent peer while serving requests from bursty
peers. The periods when uploads are scheduled are marked with grey bars. The figure
also shows the peer state changes and the timing values used for the schedule negotiation.

RESERVED: The regular peer has scheduled a transfer which has not been
performed yet.
The point of time when a regular peer switches its current state is controlled
by two values: the earliest serving time Ts and the earliest request time Tr . These
values are maintained and periodically updated by the regular peer itself.
The earliest serving time is the earliest point of time when the next scheduled
transfer can take place. The value of Ts is updated when the next scheduled
transfer is negotiated and the peer has switched to RESERVED state. The next
value is calculated based on the bandwidth used by the scheduled transfer and
the previous value of Ts (calculating the next value of Ts is discussed in detail in
Section 5.3.2). When the peer joins the network, Ts is set to the actual time so
that it can start serving a timed request immediately.
The earliest request time is the earliest point of time when a regular peer can
accept a new timed request. Tr is always set to the ending time of the current
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scheduled upload of the peer, i.e. the point when the peer switches back to FREE
state. Bursty peers can start issuing new timed requests to the regular peer at Tr .
The timeline in Figure 5.1 shows how the values of Ts and Tr change over the
lifetime of the peer. It can be seen that when an incoming request arrives from a
bursty peer, a new scheduled transfer is created (marked with a grey box). The
actual scheduled transfer is always performed later than the earliest serving time
(ts ≥ Ts ).
Definition 5.3 (Transfer schedule timings). The schedule timings maintained by
a regular peer for transfer period i:
Tsi : earliest serving time, when the next scheduled transfer can take place
Tri : earliest request time, when the an incoming request can be accepted
tis : actual serving time, when the scheduled transfer takes place
tir : actual request time, when the accepted request was received
Definition 5.4 (BurstTorrent protocol messages). BurstTorrent uses the following
messages to communicate between regular and bursty peers:
REQ_Ts : requests the earliest serving time from a regular peer. Answered
with either SEND_Ts or a TRY_LTR message.
SEND_Ts<Ts > : notifies the requestor that the regular peer is in FREE
state and can accept schedule requests. Contains the earliest serving time
(Ts ).
TRY_LTR<Tr + δ> : notifies the requester that the regular peer is currently in RESERVED state and it should retry the request after the specified
time. The value of δ is different for each requestor.
SCHD_TRF<ts ><number of pieces><piece ids> : sent by the bursty
peer, schedules an upload from the regular peer for the given point of time.
The message also contains the list of pieces the bursty peer requests from
the regular peer.
The two-phase transfer negotiation session between a bursty and a regular
peer is performed as follows (an example negotiation session is depicted in Figure
5.2; the protocol messages used for the schedule negotiation are summarized in
Definition 5.4):
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1. The bursty peers requests Ts from the regular peer by sending a REQ_Ts
message.
2. If the regular peer is in FREE state, it replies with a SND_Ts message,
containing Ts . Otherwise it sends back a TRY_LTR message containing the
point of time when the bursty peer is allowed to send REQ_Ts to this peer
again (this must be later than Tr ).
3. If the bursty peer has received Ts , it sends a SCHD_TRF message, which
contains the requested serving time ts > Ts , the required transfer speed and
the pieces. The regular peer must transfer the requested content at the given
time and at least with the given transfer speed.

Figure 5.2. Two-phase schedule negotiation between a bursty peer and two regular
peers

The earliest request time returned in the TRY_LTR message must be later
than Tr , but not necessarily equal to it. This is very important for determining
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which bursty peer is served in the next period. Since the first request received
in FREE state is served, the regular peer can assign priorities to bursty peers
by sending them different earliest request time values. For example, if one peer
receives Tr as the earliest request time in TRY_LTR and another Tr + 10, the
former will retry the request earlier than the latter. It does not necessarily mean
that the peer with higher priority will always make a new request since it is possible
that by that time it has already received the missing pieces from a different source
or created another request to a different peer, but the mechanism guarantees that
if the bursty peer still needs the pieces from this particular regular peer, it will
be preferred to the other bursty peer receiving the later request time. To avoid
cheating, regular peers maintain the list of earliest request times sent out to bursty
peers, thus upon receiving a new request, it can be verified that the requester is
not trying to obtain the time earlier than specified by the regular peer.
If the regular peer is in FREE state when it receives the REQ_Ts message from
the bursty peer, it answers it with a SEND_Ts message containing the earliest
serving time. Upon receiving this, the bursty peer determines the actual serving
time (ts ), which must be a later time than the earliest serving time (ts ≥ Ts ). This
is the time when the bursty peer wants to receive the data, therefore it is sent to
the regular peer as the payload of a SCHD_TRF message.
It can be seen in the example schedule negotiation session illustrated in Figure
5.2 that the first request to Regular peer 1 is refused, but the second request is
accepted. Upon receiving the earliest request time, the bursty peer sends a request
to Regular peer 2, which is also accepted. By doing so, the bursty peer can receive
data from the two peers simultaneously at a later time. This is required because
in this case, receiving data from one regular peer cannot fully fill the download
capacity of the bursty peer. To achieve the most energy efficient operation, the
full download bandwidth must be utilized, which can be achieved only by receiving
data from multiple peers simultaneously. To calculate the number of simultaneous
transfers needed, the bursty peer needs to be aware of the upload capacity of
regular peers it is connected to. This is carried out by maintaining a table of the
upload capacity of all known peers, initially using a default value, then adapting it
as data is received from the regular peers and the transfer speed can be measured.
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It should also be noted that sending out the requests to regular peers happens
sequentially in a very short amount of time. The regular peers lock their next
serving period for the requester until a timed request message is received or a
certain timeout has been passed. Furthermore, although the two transfers depicted
as if they were performed with some delay in the sequence diagram, in reality they
should start at the same time.
In the version of the BurstTorrent protocol we implemented as a simulation,
the priorities assigned to the bursty peers are based on the last time they were
served, giving lower priority to those peers that were served more recently. The
actual request times, which correspond to the priorities, are scattered uniformly in
the period between tr and ts . The larger exclusive periods are available for bursty
peers to make the next request, the less important is the correct timing, making
the system less error-prone.

5.3

Determining the earliest serving time

In this section, we present the formulas used to calculate the earliest serving time
of regular peers. When a regular peer serves a bursty peer, the bandwidth spent on
the bursty peer is "taken away" from other regular peers. The goal of the serving
time calculation is to determine the length of the period required for regular peers
to regain the needed bandwidth, so they can download the content in the same
amount of time as if standard BitTorrent were used.

5.3.1

Choking in standard BitTorrent

The serving time calculations are based on BitTorrent’s choking mechanism. As
we have already shown in Section 2.4.2, choking means transferring data only to
a limited set of peers chosen according to their contribution to the network, and
temporarily stopping transfers to the other peers until the next time the choking
algorithm is executed. Standard BitTorrent invokes the choking algorithm at every
ω = 10 seconds. The mechanism works differently for seeders and leechers. If the
peer is a seed, the U least recently served candidates are served. In leechers, the
choking mechanism selects Ureg = 3 peers with the fastest upload speeds, and
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Uopt = 1 peers randomly. The first set of peers is called the regularly unchoked
peers, while peers belonging to the second set are the optimistically unchoked
peers. It should be noted that peers that have not uploaded any data recently are
excluded from the candidates for regular unchoking. This means that it is possible
that less than Ureg peers are unchoked as regularly unchoked peers, even if there
are more than Ureg interested peers. This mechanism implements BitTorrent’s
Tit-for-tat philosophy, serving those that contribute the most.

5.3.2

Serving time calculation in BurstTorrent

When determining serving time (Ts ), a BurstTorrent regular peer categorizes each
interested partners as either regular or bursty. The principal goal of the algorithm
is to give regular peers the same amount of bandwidth as if standard BitTorrent
were used instead of the bursty scheduled transfers of BurstTorrent. This is carried
out by calling BitTorrent’s choking algorithm, and based on the ratio of bursty
and regular peers returned, it can be calculated how much time it would take for
standard BitTorrent to serve the bursty peer. Our model treats all bursty peers
as if they were free riders, always excluding them from the regular unchokes. This
does not affect the bandwidth allocation significantly since bursty peers can only
upload during active periods, resulting in that they are outperformed by regular
peers anyway. Furthermore, we assumed that at least Uopt peers are available for
the optimistic unchoking. Since by default Uopt = 1, and bursty peers can only be
unchoked optimistically, the assumption is always valid if at least one bursty peer
is interested in the choking peer’s data.
Definition 5.5 (Choking model symbols).
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Ureg : Maximum number of regular unchokes
ureg : Actual number of regular unchokes
Uopt : Number of optimistic unchokes
nra : Number of active interested regular peers
nri : Number of inactive interested regular peers
nb

: Number of bursty peers

br

: Fraction of the bandwidth reserved for regular peers

∆Tsi :
Tsi :
i

Length of transfer period i
Earliest serving time for transfer period i

d

: Size of data transferred during transfer period i in bytes

Su

: Maximum upload speed for the regular peer serving the data

When determining the next value of the earliest serving time, BurstTorrent
treats all bursty pears equally: it does not matter which bursty peer is the requestor. The only thing that matters is how the bandwidth would be divided
between the two groups (regular/legacy and bursty) if standard BitTorrent were
used.
Definition 5.6 (Active peer). A peer is active in the context of the choking algorithm if it has upload any data to the peer executing the choking algorithm during
the last three choking periods.
First, Eq.(5.1) is used to determine the number of regular unchokes (ureg ) which
is a function of the number of regular active peers (nra ). Only active peers are
taken into account by regular unchoking.
ureg (nra ) = min (Ureg , nra )

(5.1)

Based on the formula used by BitTorrent’s choking algorithm to select the peers
to be served, the fraction of the bandwidth reserved for regular peers (br ) is defined
by Eq.(5.2). In addition to the regular unchokes, which in our case are all regular
peers, optimistic unchokes are divided equally between the regular and the bursty
peers.
Lemma 5.7.
br (nra , nri , nb ) =

ureg + Uopt ·

nra +nri
nra +nri +nb

ureg + Uopt

(5.2)
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Proof. The bandwidth is divided between regular and bursty peers according to the
number of unchoke slots the peers in each category get. Peers can be unchoked as
regular unchokes or optimistic unchokes, thus at any given time the total number
of unchokes by a single peer is ureg +Uopt . We want to determine how many of these
go to regular peers and based on that how the bandwidth is distributed between
the two categories. Since all bursty peers are treated as free riders, all regular
unchokes (ureg ) goes to regular peers. Optimistic unchokes are evenly distributed
between the two categories, which means that the ratio can be calculated based
on the number of peers. The number of regular peers that are taken into account
by the algorithm is nra + nri . Dividing this value with the total number of peers
gives us the fraction of optimistic unchokes in which regular peers are selected:
nra +nri
.
nra +nri +nb

Finally, br can be calculated by dividing the number of unchoke slots

assigned to regular peers with the total number of unchoke slots.

To determine the earliest serving time for transfer period i (Tsi ), first we determine the length of the previous (i − 1th) transfer period: ∆Tsi (see Figure 5.1
for a visual aid on transfer periods). Let N (t) = (nra (t), nri (t), nb (t)) be a triple
corresponding to the number of active regular, inactive regular and bursty peers
that are interested in the choking peer at time t. The formula for ∆Tsi is given by
Eq.(5.3).
Lemma 5.8.
∆Tsi =

di−1
[1 − br (N (ti−1
r ))] · Su

(5.3)

Proof. The formula calculates the fraction of the bandwidth bursty peers would
get at the point of the i − 1th request, then based on this determines the time it
would take them to download the content normally. The number of peers when
the request arrives is N (ti−1
r ). The fraction of bandwidth allocated to bursty peers
at ti−1
is 1 − br (N (ti−1
r
r ). Multiplying this with the maximum upload speed of
regular peers Su gives us the bandwidth a limited peer should receive according
to standard BitTorrent choking algorithm. Finally, the length of the ith transfer
period is determined by dividing the size of the content transferred during the
i − 1th period with the calculated speed.
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∆Tsi is the amount of time in which the bursty peer would get the content
anyway, using standard BitTorrent, thus sending a high speed burst after this
time does not harm the performance of the regular peers. This mimics invoking
BitTorrent’s choking algorithm when the first request arrives.
Finally, the earliest serving time in BurstTorrent is determined by adding ∆Tsi
to the previous value of the earliest serving time:
Tsi = Tsi−1 + ∆Tsi

5.4

(5.4)

Piece to peer assignment

To create its transfer schedule, the bursty peer must make several schedule requests
to different regular peers simultaneously. During this process it must choose which
pieces it requests from which regular peer. If the upload bandwidth of the regular
peers is lower than the download bandwidth of the bursty peers, multiple transfers
need to be scheduled for the same time to achieve optimal bandwidth utilization.
Selecting the regular peers and their pieces to download can be formulated as
two problems:
Problem 5.9. Select the maximum number of regular peers from which each n
independent pieces can be downloaded in parallel
Problem 5.10. Select those n regular peers from which the maximum number of
independent pieces can be downloaded in parallel
Problem 5.9 describes the case when the bursty peer knows that it has a time
slot for downloading a fixed number of peers and wants to select the uploaders
from the largest available peer set. We are going to show that solving this problem
is NP-hard (see Proposition 5.14).
Problem 5.10 can be applied in networks where the bandwidth of regular peers
is homogeneous and thus the bursty peer knows exactly how many regular peers
it needs to fill its download capacity. In this case the bursty peer wants to issues
parallel requests to a fixed number of peers and from them download as many
pieces as possible, maximizing the burst size.
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To formulate and solve these problems in an analytical way, we use bipartite
graphs and matchings.
Definition 5.11 (Bipartite graph for piece to peer assignment). Let G = (A, B, E)
a bipartite graph, A and B are the two disjoint sets of vertices and E is the set
of edges. Let each vertex in A correspond to a regular peer, and each vertex in B
correspond to a piece of the torrent. (a, b) ∈ U if an only if the peer corresponding
to a shares the piece corresponding to b.
Definition 5.12 (Balanced asymmetric matching, BA-matching). Given a bipartite graph G = (A, B, E), an asymmetric matching M based on A is a set of
edges that share no common vertices from B.
An asymmetric matching Mb based on A is balanced or BA-matching if each
matched vertex from A is incident to exactly δ(Mb ) edges of the matching, where
δ(Mb ) is referred to as the degree of Mb .
Definition 5.13 (Maximum BA-matching). A maximum balanced asymmetric matching with degree n is a BA-matching with degree n that contains
the largest possible number of edges. The problem of finding the maximum BAmatching is referred to as MAXBAM.
MAXBAM with degree n corresponds to Problem 5.9, where the bursty peer
wants to list the maximum number of regular peers from which it could download
n pieces simultaneously.
Proposition 5.14. Finding the maximum BA-matching (MAXBAM) with degree
n > 2 is NP-hard.
Proof. The proposition is proved by giving a polynomial-time reduction from
the NP-hard maximum independent set problem (MAXISET): MAXISET 4
MAXBAM.
Consider any instance of MAXISET on a graph L = (V, F ). An instance of
MAXBAM on graph G = (A, B, E) can be constructed for G in polynomial time:
• V (vertices of L) is represented by A
• Each vertex of A is connected to exactly n vertices of B
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• Any two vertices of A have a common neighbor in B if and only if they are
connected in G. This is always possible if n = ∆(G) (maximum degree of
graph G)
The maximum BA-matching (the solution to MAXBAM in G) maps back to
the maximum independent set in G.
Although MAXBAM (and Problem 5.9) could be solved for smaller inputs, in a
network with many peers and a large torrent it is not feasible to base the scheduling
algorithm on it, especially in a client running on a resource-limited device. On
the other hand, handling the piece to peer assignment and the scheduling is also
possible based on Problem 5.10. Modeling this with a bipartite graph requires
defining a new class of BA-matchings:
Definition 5.15 (k-cover BA-matching). The cover number of a BA-matching
based on A is the number of vertices matched from A. A k-cover BA-matching
has cover factor k.
Finding the maximum k-cover BA-matching allows the bursty peer to schedule
transfers to k regular peers simultaneously and download the maximum possible
number of pieces from each of them.

5.4.1

Finding a k-cover BA-matching with the maximum
degree

Algorithm 5.1 describes an approximation algorithm finding a k-cover BAmatching in linear time (see Proposal 5.16 for the performance guarantee).
In line 1-6 the algorithm calculates a weight value (w(a)) for the vertices of A.
A vertex gets a larger weight if it has more neighbors in B and if the degree of
these neighbors is lower. The key idea is that vertices with a larger weight will be
optimal candidates for the "left side" of the BA-matching. The algorithm selects
the k pieces with the largest weights and drops all other vertices from A (line 7).
After this in lines 8-11, the weights are recalculated based on the residual graph
containing only the k selected vertices from A and their neighbors.
In the next step (lines 12-13), all vertices of B are assigned to a group based
on its neighbor count (e.g. all vertices of B which have 2 neighbors go to B2 ).
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Line 14-20 handles the actual edge selection which gradually builds up the BAmatching. The algorithm first finds the match for vertices of B with only one
neighbor (B1 ), then moves towards vertices that have a larger number of possible
matches (B2 ..Bk ). In each matching step, a vertex of B is assigned to one of its
lowest weight neighbors. The weights of the vertices in A are updated after each
step (lines 17-19): each vertex that is connected to the newly matched vertex of
B loses some weight to counterweigh the loss of a potential match and thus gain
increased chance to get selected in the next iteration. In addition to this, the vertex
that is matched gains weight. This ensures that the "balance" is maintained and
when the algorithm terminates, R contains a k-cover BA-matching which is close
to the optimal solution.
Proposition 5.16. Algorithm 5.1 is an approximation algorithm for finding a
maximum degree k-cover BA-matching with worst case performance guarantee R ≥
P
OP T
− 21 − ki=3 k−1
, where R denotes the degree of the matching given by the
k
i
algorithm and OPT denotes the degree of the matching in the optimal (maximal)
solution.
Proof. The proof consists of two lemmas.
Lemma 5.17. When the algorithm terminates, w(a) equals to the number of vertices assigned to a, i.e. the number of (a, b) ∈ R edges that has a as one of their
endpoints.
Proof. The initial values of w(a) is calculated in lines 1-6 but these are reset in
lines 8-11; therefore, we are interested only in lines after 8 for the proof of the
P
1
lemma. As lines 10 and 11 shows, w(a) = b∈N (a) deg(b)
. This is a sum of the
neighbors of a weighted by 1/their degree.
The loop of lines 14-20 update the weights. The loop goes through all vertices
of B; for each vertex, in line 18, w(a) is decreased by 1/deg(b) (if vertex b ∈ Bi
P
1
then deg(b) = i). Thus w(a) is updated by − b∈N (a) deg(b)
.
Finally, if a vertex is assigned to a ∈ A, w(a) is increased by 1 (line 19). Putting
Pb∈N (a) 1
this together with the previous statements results in w(a) =
−
deg(b)
Pb∈N (a) 1
+ the number of vertices assigned to a.
deg(b)
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Algorithm 5.1 Fast-k-cover-BA-matching-Finder
Input: G = (A, B, E) bipartite graph, n = |A|, m = |B|
Output: set R of edges of the k-cover BA-matching
1: for each a ∈ A do // Calculate weights w(a) for each vertex a ∈ A
2:
for each b ∈ N (a) do
3:
if deg(b) < k then
1
4:
w(a) ← w(a) + deg(b)
5:
else
6:
w(a) ← w(a) + k1
7:

Remove all vertices of A from G except the k highest weight ones

8:
9:
10:
11:

for each a ∈ A do // Recalculate weights for the residual graph
w(a) ← 0
for each b ∈ N (a) do
1
w(a) ← w(a) + deg(b)

12:
13:

for each b ∈ B do // Assign each b ∈ B to a set Bi
Bdeg(b) = Bdeg(b) ∪ b

14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

for i ← 1, k do
for each b ∈ Bi do
v ← a lowest weight vertex of N (b)
for each q ∈ N (b) do
w(q) ← w(q) − 1i

19:
20:

w(v) ← w(v) + 1
R = R ∪ (v, b) // Assign vertex b ∈ B to v ∈ A
When the algorithm terminates, R has the edges of the BA-matching. Let OPT

denote the degree of the matching in the optimal (maximal) solution.
Lemma 5.18.
(
w(a) ≥

OP T
k

− 12 −

OP T
− 21
k
Pk k−1
i=3 i

if k = 2
if k ≥ 3

for every a ∈ A.
Proof. After calculating the peer weights in lines 1-6, the k highest weight peers
are selected. In the optimal solution each vertex selected from A has at least OPT
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OP T
, assuming
k
OP T
≥ k for all a

that
∈A

selected by the algorithm in lines 1-6. No vertex with lower weight can be selected
since then there would be an unselected vertex from the optimal solution with
higher weight. Let w1 (a) denote the value of w(a) at the termination of the loop
of lines 1-6.
Lines 8-11 recalculate the values of w(a). Let w2 (a) denote the value of w(a)
after the termination of the loop of lines 8-11. The only difference between determining w1 (a) and w2 (a) is that in the latter case the value is calculated only on a
subset of A, for which |A| = k. This means that for each b ∈ B, deg(b) can only
be smaller than the values used when determining w1 (a). Hence we can state that
OP T
k

≤ w1 (a) ≤ w2 (a).

Sublemma 5.19. (Fast-k-cover-BA-matching-Finder loop invariant) At
P
the start of the ith iteration of the for loop of lines 14-20, w(a) ≥ OPk T − ij=1 k−1
.
j
Proof. (Sublemma 5.19)
Initialization: Prior to the first iteration, w(a) = w2 (a) ≥

OP T
.
k

Hence, we can

say that the invariant holds before the first iteration since w(a) ≥
P1 k−1
OP T
j=1 j = k − k + 1.

OP T
k

−

Maintenance: Here we show that each iterations maintains the loop invariant.
Let w(i) (a) denote the value of w(a) prior to the ith iteration. We show that
|w(i) (a) − w(i+1) (a)| ≤

k−1
.
i

During the ith iteration, the weight values are adjusted by the multiples of
1
:
i

when a vertex b ∈ B is assigned to a ∈ A, w(a) ← w(a) +

i−1
,
i

and the

other i − 1 vertices of A that are connected to b loses 1i weight. It is easy to
P
see that the sum of all weights is constant: ∀a∈A w(a) = c.
Sublemma 5.20. The maximum number of vertices with w(a) ≤ w(i) (a)− ji
is k − i.
Proof. We refer to the number of times the weight of a vertex is decreased
or increased as the level of the vertex. If the weight is decreased, the vertex
loses a level, and if it is increased, the vertex gains a level, i.e. the level of a
is

|w( i)(a)−w(a)|
.
1/i
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The first thing to realize is that the maximum number of vertices at level
-1 or lower is k − 1. If all k peers would be at level -1 or lower, the sum of
P
all weights ∀a∈A w(a) would decrease, which is a contradiction. Thus we
have proved that the maximum number of vertices with w(a) ≤ w(i) (a) −

1
i

is k − 1.
For the lower levels, each time a vertex from A is selected, it gains weight and
thus gets to a higher level. Since vertices must be selected from the lowest
level, the selected vertex must be among the vertices at level j or lower. We
saw that the maximum number of vertices at level -1 is k-1. The maximum
number of vertices at level -2 is k − 1 − 1 = k − 2, since a vertex must be
selected from the k − 1 vertices at level -1 or lower, and this vertex is raised
to a higher level. This induces that the maximum number of vertices at level
j is k − j, which proves the initial proposal.
As a result of Sublemma 5.20, if |A| = k, the highest difference for w(a)
which can occur in the worst case at the ith iteration is

k−1
.
i

Termination: At termination, the loop has iterated k times. By the lop invariant,
P
w(a) ≥ OPk T − kj=1 k−1
.
j

Sublemma 5.19 gives a bound for all iterations of the loop but a tighter bound
can be easily found for cases i = 1 and i = 2.
In the first iteration, the algorithm matches vertices from B1 , which have only
one neighbor in A. Thus when a vertex is matched to a ∈ A, w(a) ← w(a)−1+1 =
w(a), the weights remain unchanged.
In the second iteration, the algorithm matches vertices from B2 , which have two
neighbors in A. Matching the vertex increases the weight of the assigned a1 ∈ A
and decreases the weight of the unmatched neighbor a2 ∈ A. After each iteration,
the next piece, which will be matched, is a2 , provided that it still has at least one
neighbor in B2 . Hence, the maximum decrease for w(a) is 12 .
Lemma 5.18 determines the value w(a) at the termination of the algorithm.
Lemma 5.17 says that at termination, the value of w(a) equals to the number of
edges matched to a. Putting the two lemmas together proves the proposal.
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It should be noted that we only performed worst case performance analysis,
and the optimization algorithm performs much better in the average case, which
is also reflected by the simulation results.
Proposition 5.21. The time complexity of Algorithm 5.1 is O(nm), where n =
|A|, m = |B|.
Proof. We assume that the graph is represented by an adjacency list data structure,
thus each vertex has the list of adjacent vertices. Removing a vertex v and the
edges connected to it takes O(m) time if v ∈ A and O(n) time if v ∈ B. The
degree of each vertex can be read in O(1) time.
The loop of lines 1-6 takes time O(nm). Line 7 removes vertices and the edges
connected to them from G. The maximum number of removed vertices is n. Since
all of these are in A, performing maximum n remove operations takes O(nm) time.
The loop of lines 8-11 performs similar steps as line 1-6, thus takes O(nm)
time. Assigning the vertices of B to groups based on their degree in lines 12-13
takes O(m) time (an array indexed with the vertices of B can be used as the data
structure for a group to have O(1) time insert operation).
The loop of lines 14-20 is performed k times. The inner loop iterates through
the vertices of B. Getting the lowest weight neighbor in line 16 can always be
performed in O(k) time since |A| = k after keeping only k vertices in line 7.
Finally, since k is not considered as an input parameter but rather as a constant
(in most practical cases k < 5 and thus much lower than n or m), the complete
loop takes O(km(k + k)) = O(m) time.

5.5

Simulations and results

In order to evaluate the proposed protocol, we performed flow-level simulations
with a simulator based the BitTorrent simulator created by [Eger et al., 2007],
which uses the ns-2 simulation framework. We added support for two peer categories (regular and energy-limited peers), implemented the BurstTorrent protocol
messages and message handling logic, plus Algorithm 5.1 for handling the piece to
peer assignment. Furthermore, we also needed to modify and add several features
to the simulator’s core system. One of the most important changes is limiting
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the peers’ download capacity. In the original simulator, only the upload capacity
was limited. Since peer-to-peer traffic is transferred via TCP connections, we assume that the upload capacity of a user will be fairly shared among concurrent
upload connections, if the maximum possible download rate of each connection is
larger or equal to the fair share. All of the standard features of the BitTorrent
protocol were simulated, except the end-game mode. In our case, flow-level simulation means that the TCP behavior is ignored and the simulation takes only the
application-layer into account and uses the access link bandwidth as the speed of
the network bottleneck. Furthermore, there is no packet loss due to congestion,
and the transfer of protocol messages other than piece transfers, whose average
size is around 20 bytes, happens instantly.
We used a different BitTorrent simulator for BurstTorrent than for ProxyTorrent simply because this research was carried out earlier in time, and later we
found the other simulator easier to handle and modify. Since we had to implement
a different protocol modification, switching to a new simulator did not have any
major disadvantage except for the extra time required to learn the new system.

5.5.1

Simulation scenario

The simulation scenario was based on the flash-crowd setting, which represents
an extraordinary burden on the network because only a small set of peers can
upload data to others at the beginning. However, in our setup, if a regular peer
finished downloading, it remained in the network to seed the data for an additional
10 percent of its download time, which mimics the way real BitTorrent peers
behave [Izal et al., 2004]. Furthermore, if a regular peer leaved the network, a new
peer joined to take its place, so that there were always a constant number of peers
transferring the data, simulating a state of the torrent when it is being actively
downloaded by an average number of users. The size of the shared data was 100
Mbyte. In the majority of the simulations, we had 5 seeders. The number of
downloaders was 100.
The main goal of the simulations was to show how BurstTorrent performs compared with standard BitTorrent in terms of energy consumption and download
time when used by energy-limited (mobile) peers. The majority of the simulations
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were performed with a varied ratio of regular and energy-limited peers. Furthermore, for energy-limited peers, we also varied the used protocol: BurstTorrent and
BitTorrent. This enables to compare the performance of BurstTorrent related to
BitTorrent in the same environment. When the energy-limited peers use BurstTorrent, they operate as bursty peers. Regular peers use BurstTorrent in all simulated
cases.
Both energy-limited and regular peers were homogeneous, meaning that all
peers in a group use the same version of BurstTorrent or BitTorrent. The ratio
of energy-limited peers in the network was varied between 5% and 100%. The
bandwidth was also homogeneous: both energy-limited and regular peers had 1
Mbit download bandwidth and 384 Kbit upload bandwidth, which corresponds
to a standard 3G mobile Internet subscription. We used the same bandwidth for
the two groups so that it was easy to compare their relative performance. The
simulations were performed five times with each setting, and the results shown
here is the average of the measured values. The model defined in Section 3.6 was
used for calculating the energy consumption.
In the simulations, the peers requested 100 pieces (16Kbyte * 100 = 1.6
Mbyte) in a scheduled transfer. The effect of the slowdown experienced with
TCP connections when data transfer is started is neglected, since according to
[Jurvansuu et al., 2007], transferring at least 128 Kbit in one burst already results
in close to optimal throughput using 3G/HSDPA.

5.5.2

Simulation results

The results depicted in Figure 5.3 show that in terms of energy consumption,
BurstTorrent clearly outperformed standard BitTorrent. In the 50% energy-limited
case, it achieved 64% less power consumption using the serving mode and 52% using
the free rider mode. The downside of the energy saving was the download time
that was 54% longer for serving peers and 50% longer for free-riders in comparison
to standard BitTorrent.
With BurstTorrent the serving strategy was superior to the free-riding BurstTorrent in all attributes. This shows that the tit-for-tat mechanism works effectively with BurstTorrent as well. Even if the free-riding strategies are worse in
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Figure 5.3. Simulation results with 5%, 50% and 100% of the peers being energy-limited

comparison with serving strategies, we cannot ignore them since it can be that
energy-limited devices are not able to upload because of the operator policies or
other limitations. In those cases BurstTorrent is able to effectively reduce the energy consumption. However, the negative side-effect is that the download time of
the regular peers increases dramatically. The simple and obvious strategy where
energy-limited peers are free-riders using standard BitTorrent is bad. Free-riders
experienced worse performance than the energy-limited peers that were able to
contribute by uploading in all measurements.
Regarding the download time of regular peers, there was a 2% to 10% increase
in the case of BurstTorrent free rider compared with standard BitTorrent free
rider. However, if uploading was enabled, regular peers achieved shorter download
times with BurstTorrent than with standard BitTorrent. This is mainly because
energy-limited peers using BurstTorrent do not upload to each other but only to
regular peers. Thus, in contrast with standard BitTorrent where all peers might
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compete for the bandwidth of energy-limited peers, in this case only regular peers
can download from them. The higher number of download sources improves the
regular peer performance.
Compared with the other cases, the most significant difference in the 100%
energy-limited results is that download time of energy-limited peers was significantly higher, except when using BitTorrent in serving mode. Since BurstTorrent
peers cannot serve each other, only the initial seeds serve as download sources.
BurstTorrent performs similarly as BitTorrent free rider in terms of download
time, but its energy consumption is only 10% of the former’s. Although BurstTorrent peers could not serve any regular peers in these simulations, we included both
BurstTorrent free rider and serving modes in the figure to preserve consistency
throughout the charts.
We also measured the maintenance overhead of BurstTorrent. The extra traffic
was relatively low compared with the size of the content. In the 50% limited
simulations, the maintenance overhead was 40-50 Kbyte, which is about 0.05% of
the size of the total data transferred. Generally speaking, the maintenance traffic
increases as the number of download sources (regular peers) decreases, since limited
peers receive more refused requests which they need to reissue. It should be noted
here that requesting multiple pieces together actually requires less maintenance
traffic than sending out requests one by one as standard BitTorrent does.

Figure 5.4. The effects of using different burst sizes for scheduled transfers
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Figure 5.4 illustrates the effects of using different burst sizes for the scheduled
transfers. The chart shows the size of the request as the number of 16-Kbytelong pieces per request. The maintenance overhead decreases as the number of
subpieces requested increases, since requesting more subpieces together decreases
the total number of requests needed. However, using larger requests has a minor
negative effect on the download time. This can be addressed to the decrease of the
potential download sources as more and more pieces are required per request.

Figure 5.5. Difference between using BurstTorrent instead of BitTorrent with different
number of initial seeds

All of the previously presented simulations were carried out with 5 seeders
as the initial source of data. To give further justification to our results, we also
performed the simulations with the 50% energy-limited setup using 1, 5 and 20
initial seeders. Figure 5.5 shows the difference in percentage if BurstTorrent is
used instead of BitTorrent with a different number of initial seeders. BurstTorrent remained similarly effective in all cases in terms of energy efficiency, achieving
around 50% energy savings. The download time difference for regular peers decreases as the number of seeds increase, penalizing regular peers. Nevertheless, the
maximum 15% increase in download time at the 20 seeders case is still acceptable.

5.6

Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a new protocol based on BitTorrent that conserves energy by reshaping the traffic between energy-limited and regular peers
to high speed bursts at the cost of increased download time for the bursty peers.
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Several aspects of the protocol has been investigated, and the results show that
the BurstTorrent approach has a lot of potential in heterogeneous content sharing
networks which consist of both energy-limited and regular peers. BurstTorrent
clearly outperforms standard BitTorrent in almost all cases in terms of the energy consumption of mobile peers, while the download time of regular peers is not
affected significantly.
There are two difficulties to consider. First, although BurstTorrent is able to
operate with legacy BitTorrent peers, they are not fully compatible. To support
the energy-efficient operation both regular and bursty peers need to implement the
new protocol. Thus, we cannot rely on existing BitTorrent users. Furthermore, we
cannot necessarily assume that desktop clients will start using BurstTorrent since
even if it does not affect their download times, they do not benefit from using the
protocol either. Since using BurstTorrent can result in increased transfer times for
mobile devices, it could be useful in cases where download time is not an issue like
downloading non-critical software updates or synchronizing media files overnight.
The results of this chapter are summarized by Thesis III, whose two subtheses
are defined in Section 8.1.3.1 and Section 8.1.3.2.

Chapter

6

DHT Protocol with Sloppy Peers
for Load Balancing and Energy
Control
6.1

Introduction

DHTs are peer-to-peer systems that enable the storage and retrieval of key-value
pairs in a completely distributed and scalable way. For a more thorough introduction on DHTs, see Section 2.3. Connecting mobile devices to DHT overlays
is an important step towards creating efficient distributed applications for mobile
systems. DHTs, however, have been mostly researched form the fixed computer
point of view. Protocols that are effective in a DHT consisting of fixed computers
do not necessarily take into account the special aspects of mobile devices such as
energy efficiency.
Theoretically, it is possible to build DHTs that only consist of mobile nodes.
Such DHTs could use special mobile optimized protocols. However, in this study,
we take a more practical approach and investigate how mobile nodes can join existing DHTs that mainly contain fixed computers. The target is thus to preserve
compatibility with the existing systems and, at the same time, decrease the load
and save battery of the mobile nodes in the heterogeneous DHT. More specifically,
our focus is on the widely popular Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazieres, 2002]
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DHT protocol, which is used by the largest real-world deployed DHT networks, including the MainLine BitTorrent DHT and the Kad network [Steiner et al., 2007].
Although several other DHT protocols exist, currently non of them can rival the
popularity of Kademlia. Section 2.3.1 gives a detailed overview of the protocol.
The main goals of this chapter are to first understand the energy-consumption
of the mobile devices participating in a Kademlia DHT and then based on this
introduce a new protocol extension that enables load balancing in Kademlia based
DHTs. As a result, mobile nodes can join and be useful participants in heterogeneous DHTs. The new approach, presented in Section 6.3, is based on selectively
dropping messages according to a probability distribution and requires protocol
modifications only in the mobile nodes. We evaluate the effectiveness of the solution by performing energy measurements with our mobile DHT client. The results
are analyzed in Section 6.3. Additionally, in section 6.4, we also carry out an
analysis to investigate how the performance of the DHT is affected by the new
protocol.
Finally, in Section 6.5, we generalize the concept and introduce two-tier DHTs,
in which part of the nodes do not participate in the DHT but use it as clients. We
carry out analysis to investigate the feasibility of P2P Session Initiation Protocol
(P2PSIP) using a Kademlia based two-tier DHT.

6.2

Mobile Kademlia measurements

To perform the measurements, we have implemented the Kademlia DHT on the
Symbian platform. To our knowledge, there has not been any kind of DHT implementation for mobile phones previously and thus this is the first true DHT client
running on a mobile phone. The client can connect to the Mainline BitTorrent
DHT used by BitTorrent for trackerless torrents [Bit, 2008]. This DHT stores
stores the address of peers associated with torrent infohashes as the keys, thus
allows looking up peers participating in the swarm of a given torrent. Although
there are no data available on the exact size of the network, the profiling results
presented in [Crosby and Wallach, 2007] determined that it has over one million
concurrent users.
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For the network connectivity, we used WLAN. The wireless router was connected to a broadband cable Internet connection with 5 Mbit download bandwidth
and 256 kbit maximum upload rate. The measurements were done during weeks
47 to 50 in 2007 in Budapest.
First, we investigated how the mobile client performs when it is connected to the
global Mainline BitTorrent DHT. Since the client had a public IP address, it could
act as a full peer. No put or get operations were executed during the tests. The
power curve of a three-hour-long session is shown in the left side of Figure 6.1. The
bootstrapping takes place in the first 10 minutes. After the initial startup peak, the
average consumption decreases to about 0.15W. As time passes, the consumption
becomes higher almost reaching 1W at the end of the session. With these settings,
the average operation time, before the battery was completely depleted, was 5 to 7
hours. Subsequent research presented by [Kassinen et al., 2009] concluded similar
operation times for full-fledged mobile Kademlia peers: 3 hours for 3G and 8 hours
for WLAN.

Figure 6.1. Mobile DHT client power curve during the first 3 minutes after joining the
DHT in full-peer and client-only modes

Figure 6.2 shows the number of incoming messages received during the test
divided into 15-minute periods (the results are the average of five measurements).
The incoming traffic is gradually increasing as time passes. This is due to the
mechanism Kademlia nodes use to populate their routing tables. The longer a
node stays online, the more significant position it receives in its neighbors’ routing
tables. Since Kademlia prefers long-living nodes to those that have been online
for only a shorter period, the addresses of these are sent to other nodes more
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frequently. During the three-hour tests, more than two third of the message traffic
was the result of incoming queries initiated by other nodes in the network.

Figure 6.2. Number of messages received and energy consumed per 15 minute periods
after joining the DHT

To show that processing incoming messages is the most significant component
that affects the energy consumption, we also measured the consumed energy during
the test session in each 15-minute interval. The power curve in Figure 6.2 shows
that the number of incoming messages processed has a major impact on the energy
consumption.
When the node is in full-peer mode, it contributes to the DHT by replying to
the queries sent by other nodes. However, it is also possible to operate the node in
client-only mode, which means that it does not process or answer incoming queries.
We implemented this feature by completely blocking incoming UDP packages on
the application level. Incoming traffic is enabled only during refresh sessions and
put or get operations initiated by the client. As a result, other nodes in the DHT
cannot reach the client and eventually stop sending queries to it. The main benefit
of this approach is that we save the energy of processing the incoming messages, yet
we can still use the functions of the DHT whenever we want. However, performing
more frequent bucket refreshes is required to ensure that the node address entries
in the client’s routing table remain fresh. Furthermore, we should not forget that
since other nodes cannot contact us, we are not contributing anything to the DHT.
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A power curve, measured during using the application in client-only mode, is
shown in the right side of Figure 6.1. We used a fifteen-minute refresh timeout,
which is the recommended idle period for the Mainline BitTorrent DHT. The peaks
in the curve correspond to the refresh sessions, during which the power level can
reach 0.9 W. The reason behind the relatively high energy consumption is that
the client initiates a large number of queries in a short period of time. Since none
of the routing table buckets has been updated for the last 15 minutes, the client
starts iterative bucket refresh operations for all of them. It should also be noted
that since we cannot block incoming traffic during the refresh sessions, the client
still received a small number of queries sent by other nodes.
The difference in energy consumption between the full-peer mode and the clientonly mode is significant. By completely blocking incoming traffic and allowing
bucket refreshes only, we were able to prolong the execution time of the client so
that it operated 5 times longer than in full-peer mode before completely draining
its battery. Statistics of both the full-peer and client-only measurements are shown
in Table 6.1. The displayed results are the average of five three-hour-long measurement sessions for both modes. It is clearly visible that the number of incoming
messages received in full-peer mode is 30 times higher. The number of outgoing
queries is also much higher since the node frequently sends PING messages to
check routing table entries when a full bucket is being updated. In client-only
mode, incoming queries can be received only during routing table refresh sessions.
Unsurprisingly, STORE queries cannot reach the client either; thus, the number
of entries in the database is insignificant. Due to the frequent routing table refreshes in client-only mode, the entries in the routing table are about the same as
in full-peer mode.
These results show that the main source of power is the processing of incoming
messages. Although the mobile client can handle the load, energy consumption
becomes so high that the battery depletes in only a couple of hours. Therefore,
using the client as an always running component, which is the use case for many
DHT based solutions, is infeasible in full-peer mode. Nevertheless, we highlighted
that by blocking the incoming traffic, the battery life can be improved significantly.
The client-only mode allows the mobile node to use the services of the DHT but
does not have to participate in the operations initiated by other clients. This
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Total # of incoming messages
Incoming queries
Ping
Find node
Find value
Store
Incoming responses
Total # of outgoing messages
Outgoing queries
Outgoing responses
Uploaded data
Downloaded data
Number of entries in the routing table at the end
Number of entries in the database at the end
Total energy consumed

Full-peer
36129
26938
293
11745
10508
4392
9191
38431
11493
26938
6393 kB
3372 kB
160
1050
6757 J

Client-only
1055
718
21
626
76
6
337
2205
1487
718
314 kB
314 kB
155
4
1032 J

Table 6.1. Statistics of the 3-hour-long measurement sessions with the mobile client
connected to the Mainline BitTorrent DHT

option is available only if there are enough fixed nodes in the network that follow
the standard protocol behavior.

6.3

Sloppy mechanism for load balancing in DHTs

As observed in Section 6.2, processing incoming messages is the most significant
factor that affects the energy consumption of a DHT node. Our idea is that by
dropping incoming request, the energy consumed by mobile nodes can be significantly reduced. The proposed mechanism is simple: if an incoming request is
received, it is dropped with a certain probability Pdrop . The value of Pdrop can depend on the battery status of the node. Dropping a request in this context means
that no response is sent back to the initiator of the request. The energy saved by
applying this method is the result of two factors:
• Sloppy nodes do not completely parse incoming requests and do not send
responses
• Due to the fact that most DHTs favor active, correctly behaving nodes, much
less requests are sent to sloppy nodes
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The latter factor is the more significant, especially in DHTs that have high
maintenance traffic, such as Kademlia. Since other nodes detect that the mobile node is not responding, it is demoted or even removed from the routing tables [Jimenez et al., 2009]. Although we analyze Kademlia in the thesis, most of
our findings can also be applied to other DHTs which use replication. Replication
is an important requirement, because if a value is stored in only one node, and this
node does not answer an incoming request, then the request would fail completely.
All nodes in a mobile DHT can be characterized by their message dropping
parameter Pdrop . Fixed nodes follow the standard protocol behavior and reply to
all incoming requests. Hence in this case Pdrop = 0. If we intend to connect to
existing, deployed DHTs, we can assume that the majority of the nodes in the
network are full peers. Mobile nodes have Pdrop > 0. In Section 6.2, we have
already investigated the extreme case, when all incoming requests are dropped:
client-only nodes have Pdrop = 1. Although the maximum amount of energy can
be saved using client-only mode, this behavior is acceptable only if the number
of mobile nodes is relatively small, compared to the number of fixed nodes. In a
DHT where the ratio of mobile nodes exceeds a certain level, the performance of
the DHT would be greatly reduced if all mobile nodes acted as clients. A solution
for this problem is to enable mobile nodes to reply to some of the queries sent by
other nodes, but not all of them. This way, the mobile nodes still contribute to the
DHT to a certain degree, but they also keep energy consumption at a lower level
by limiting the number of the responses. The open questions are how parameter
Pdrop affects the performance of the DHT and how to set its value for a given DHT
configuration.
We have performed measurements with our Symbian based Kademlia client,
incorporating the sloppy mechanism that drops incoming messages at a given probability. Figure 6.3 shows the results of the measurements. These are the average of
multiple measurement sessions: each Pdrop parameter value was measured at least
three times. Changing Pdrop has a significant effect on the consumption: dropping
50% of the incoming requests can reduce the consumed energy by 55%. As noted
before, this is mainly due to the lower number of requests sent to the mobile node.
It can also be seen that there is no significant benefit of increasing Pdrop above
0.7. As Figure 6.3 highlights, the bandwidth utilization is not identical to energy
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consumption, which is sometimes (incorrectly) assumed. For instance, 40% less
data is transferred in the Pdrop = 0.5 case than in the Pdrop = 0.4 case, but the
energy consumption is only 21% lower.

Figure 6.3. Energy consumption and data traffic during three-hour-long sessions using
different values for Pdrop

Another interesting issue is the ratio of outgoing traffic to incoming traffic. It
can be seen that with low Pdrop values, the amount of outgoing data is much higher
than the amount of incoming data. As Pdrop decreases, the ratio of outgoing data
also decreases. This is due to the large ratio of dropped requests. Although these
requests are still received by the node, and count as incoming traffic, they are not
processed and replied. Therefore, less outgoing traffic is generated by outgoing
responses. Since in most internet terminals upload bandwidth is more limited
than download bandwidth, this is another factor that has to be taken into account
when the value of Pdrop is set.
There is another factor that influences the ratio of outgoing data to incoming
data: the way Kademlia updates the routing table. When an incoming message
is received, the corresponding contact (routing table entry) is added or updated.
However, if there are not enough incoming messages, explicit routing table refresh
sessions are executed periodically.
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6.4

Analytical study on the effect of sloppy peers
on DHT performance

Churn rate refers to the number of peers leaving the system during a given period.
As the churn increases, it becomes harder to filter disconnected nodes from the
routing table. This results in lower performance. Our proposed energy saving
method does not increase churn directly; however, it introduces a new factor, which
can be described as a kind of virtual churn. Practically, it means that although
mobile nodes are still online, other nodes see them as offline nodes, since they do
not answer to some of the queries. To show the global effects of virtual churn on
lookup performance, we used an analytical framework that enables us to evaluate
the performance of arbitrary DHT setups.
Definition
6.1. [Mobile
DHT
analytical
model
symbols]
Pdrop : The probability that an incoming request is dropped
m

: The ratio of mobile nodes in the network

C

: The complete lifetime of a node

W

: The residual lifetime of a node

Tstl

: Time to detect that a contact has become stale

l

: The length of routing path between the source and the destination in hops

∆

: Mean of one-hop routing latency

TRT : Timeout of the round-trip routing
ω

: Parallelism degree (number of requests sent out in one step)

p0

: The probability that a contact in the routing table is fresh

p

: The churn rate: the probability that a message is sent to a fresh contact

Llook : Lookup latency
Lb

: The time required for ω parallel lookups to return the contacts required for
the next routing step

In our model, nodes are classified as either fixed or mobile. Fixed nodes are
considered to be operating in full-peer mode (Pdrop = 0), while mobile nodes
use Pdrop > 0 parameter values. The ratio of mobile nodes in the network is a
parameterized value, referred to as m.
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The model presented by [Wu et al., 2006] characterizes the performance of
DHTs by their expected lookup latency. However, it does not take the additional
parameters of mobile DHTs into account: the ratio of mobile nodes in the network
m and the probability distribution of dropping incoming requests. We extended
this model so that it can be used to calculate the latency of mobile DHT systems.
To model system churn, each node is associated with a lifetime C, which is a
random variable following a continuous distribution. According to measurements
in [Stutzbach and Rejaie, 2005], the peer lifetime distribution in a Kademlia DHT
follows a heavy-tailed distribution, which can be approximated by a Pareto distribution. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Pareto distribution is
given by:


x
F (x) = 1 − 1 +
β

−α
(6.1)

W is the residual lifetime of the node since a particular time point t0 . This
is the period of time from t0 to the time point that the node departs the system.
When the system enters a steady state, the distribution of W is independent of
t0 . According to [Wu et al., 2006], the CDF of W can be determined using the
following formula, where F (x) is the CDF of C:
1
FW (x) = P (W < x) =
E[C]

Zx
(1 − F (z)) dz

(6.2)

0

When a node v joins the system, it selects a set of existing nodes as its neighbors. These will be the initial contacts in the node’s routing table. When a neighbor leaves the system, it takes some time Tstl for the node v to detect the failure
and replace it with a live node. During this time, the contact of this neighbor is
in stale state. Contacts that are not stale are referred to as fresh contacts.
In a DHT which does not have any mobile nodes with the message dropping
mechanism, the probability that a contact in the routing table is fresh is given by:
p0 =

E [W ]
E [W ] + Tstl

(6.3)

We assume that the ratio of mobile contacts in the routing table is the same
as the ratio of mobile nodes in the network (m). Since most DHTs have some
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mechanism that filters out the nodes that do not answer incoming requests, in a
real network, the number of mobile nodes in the routing table will be less than in
our analysis. Nevertheless, this does not affect the validity of our analysis, since we
examine the worst case scenario. Mobile contacts can become stale even if they are
still online, since they reject a fraction of the incoming requests. The less mobile
nodes are in the routing table, the better the performance will be. The probability
that a message is sent to a fresh contact is:
Lemma 6.2.
p = p0 (1 − mPdrop )

(6.4)

Proof. The probability that the selected contact is a mobile node is m. A mobile
drops incoming messages at Pdrop thus the probability that the node processes the
query is 1 − Pdrop . Furthermore, there is 1 − p0 chance that the selected entry is
stale, therefore the probability that a fresh mobile node that does not drop our
message is selected is mp0 (1 − Pdrop ).
Fixed nodes are selected at (1 − m) probability and if the entry is fresh, they
reply to all messages, thus we get (1 − m)p0 as the probability that a fresh fixed
node is selected.
Summing it up, we get p = (1 − m) p0 + mp0 (1 − Pdrop ) = p0 (1 − mPdrop ).
Since all DHT operations are based on routing, it is a very important aspect of
the system. There are two types of routing approaches used in DHTs: iterative and
recursive routing. In case of iterative routing, a request is sent out in each step, the
response of which is sent back to the initiator of the request; in the next step, the
new request is sent out to the contact obtained from the last response. In contrast
with this, recursive routing means that requests are forwarded from node-to-node,
and only the final response is sent back to the initiator of the request. Kademlia
uses parallel iterative routing: multiple lookup requests are sent out in each step
of the response.
Definition 6.3 (Lookup latency). The lookup latency Llook is a random variable,
which corresponds to the time between initiating a parallel iterative key lookup
operation and receiving the value from the closest node for the given key. The
expected value of Llook is denoted as E[Llook ].
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Proposition 6.4.


(1 − p0 (1 − mPdrop ))ω
1 − p0 (1 − mPdrop )
E[Llook ] = (l − 1)
+
TRT + 2l∆
1 − (1 − p0 (1 − mPdrop ))ω
p0 (1 − mPdrop )
(6.5)
Proof. In the first part of the proof we show that lookup latency in Kademlia can
be determined using Eq.(6.6):
Lemma 6.5.
(1 − p)ω
1−p
E[Llook ] = 2l∆ + (l − 1)
ω +
1 − (1 − p)
p



TRT

(6.6)

Proof. According to [Wu et al., 2006], the expected lookup latency in a DHT using
iterative routing can be expressed as E[La ] = 2l∆ +

1−p
lTRT .
p

Kademlia uses

parallel iterative routing which means that ω parallel requests are sent out in
each iteration of the routing process. The probability that all parallel lookups
fail is (1 − p)ω . The length of the routing path is l, which is the number of hops
required to find the target of the lookup operation. In the first l − 1 iterations, k
parallel lookup operations are performed, but in the final step only a single lookup
is required. Let Lb denote the time required for ω parallel lookups to return the
contacts required for the next routing step. Assuming that the number of timeouts
is a random variable N and thus P (N = n) = (1 − p)ω n (1 − (1 − p)ω ), the expected
value for Lb can be calculated using the following formula:
E[Lb ] =

∞
X

2∆ + nTRT P (N = n) = 2∆ +

n=0

(1 − p)ω
1 − (1 − p)ω

(6.7)

Finally, (l − 1) iterations with ω parallel lookups plus a single lookup gives the
total time: E[Llook ] = E[La ] + (l − 1)E[Lb ].

Substituting Eq.(6.4) into Eq.(6.6) gives the final formula.

As a concrete case, we investigate the effects of mobile nodes in the Mainline BitTorrent DHT. We set the parameters of the model based on the thorough
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measurements by [Crosby and Wallach, 2007] using the Mainline BitTorrent DHT.
The median of lookup hops (the length of the routing path l) is 33. The timeout of
the round-trip routing (TRT ) is 20 seconds. The mean of one-hop routing latency
(∆) is around 0.9 second. These are mean values obtained from measurements performed with a fixed DHT. In this analysis we assume that a DHT that has mobile
nodes can be modeled with the same parameters. The node lifetime distribution
follows a heavy-tailed distribution with the expectation of 5.52 hours. It can be
approximated by a Pareto distribution with α = 1.543 and β = 3. The time for
neighbor replacement (S) is about 20 minutes.

Figure 6.4. Expected lookup latency in Mainline BitTorrent DHT as a function of m
and Pdrop

Using these parameters, Figure 6.4 shows a plot of the expected lookup latency
as a function of the ratio of mobile nodes in the network (m) and the probability
that a mobile node drops an incoming request (Pdrop ). The base lookup latency
is 60 seconds (which was observed in the Mainline BitTorrent DHT). It can be
seen in the graph that adding mobile nodes or increasing the dropping probability
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does not have a significant impact on lookup latency as long as there are enough
fixed nodes in the network. If the ratio of mobile nodes does not exceed 30%,
even operating the mobiles in client-only mode (Pdrop = 1) is acceptable, since the
increase in churn does not has significant effect on lookup latency. This is mainly
the result of the fact that Kademlia uses parallel routing and multiple messages
are sent out in each routing step, i.e. a dropped message only increases the routing
latency if all other requests in that particular routing step fail.
If we have a deployed DHT that mainly consists of fixed nodes, we can use
relatively high Pdrop values all the time. However, since mobile devices and wireless network access are spreading quickly, an all-mobile DHT is not an unrealistic
concept any more. Assuming a DHT that consists of 90% mobile nodes, the recommended Pdrop value is 0.3-0.4. Setting Pdrop higher than 0.5 can double the
expected lookup time.

6.5

Two-tier DHT analysis

In this section, we investigate a case, where the nodes forming the DHT and the
clients using the services of the DHT are two separate groups.
Definition 6.6 (Two-tier DHT). The nodes in a two-tier DHT can be divided
into two groups: service nodes and client nodes. Service nodes participate in
all standard DHT operations including serving lookup queries and routing table
maintenance. Client nodes or clients does not store key-value pairs and only use
the storage and retrieval services of DHT.
This could be thought as a generalization of the standard DHT, in which all
peers are clients and service nodes as well, thus belong to both groups. In most
practical use cases, however, mobiles nodes are most likely be clients and the DHT
itself consists of fixed computers. Nevertheless, if mobile devices are used as service
nodes, they can also apply the sloppy DHT mechanism introduced in Section 6.3.
Two-tier DHTs can be used for various purposes; a good practical example is
the Peer-to-peer Session Initialization Protocol (P2PSIP), which replaces the fixed
hierarchy of the client-server SIP with a P2P overlay network. Section 6.6 presents
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some experiments with analyzing P2PSIP networks based on the model introduced
by Section 6.5.1.
Our goal is to define an analytical model which can be used to determine the
lookup overhead and other performance characteristics of the system as a function
of the ratio of clients and service nodes.

6.5.1

Analytical model on Kademlia based two-tier DHT
message overhead

In this section we derive a model of the Kademlia DHT performance and with it
a model for the amount of traffic a two-tier DHT service node experiences. The
model builds on some of the concepts introduced by Section 6.4 and uses the
symbols given by Definition 6.1. The additional symbols used in this section are
presented by Definition 6.7.
Definition
6.7. [Two-tier
DHT
n
: Number of service nodes

analytical

model

c

: Number of clients

ϕ

: Seek operations per second initiated by a client

k

: Kademlia bucket size

symbols]

Tonline : The average client online time
Tt

: Delay between stored value updates (global Kademlia a parameter)

Trf s

: Bucket refresh timeout

Olook : Message overhead of a lookup operation
Rstr

: Message overhead per service node caused by client storage operations

Rseek : Message overhead per service node caused by client seek operations
Rmnt : Message overhead per service node caused by maintenance traffic (bucket refreshing)
R

: Total message overhead per service node
The main goal of the model is to determine R, the total message overhead

per service node. This value characterizes how many messages a service node
must process in each second. With R, we can determine how powerful hardware
is required for service nodes and what is the expected operation time if mobile
devices are used.
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The first step towards determining R is to get the average routing length of
a lookup operation (l) and based on it, the message overhead of a single lookup
operation: Olook .
Lemma 6.8. Average routing path length (hop count) in Kademlia:
log2 n

l=
1+

∞
P

(6.8)

δ · F (δ, k) − F (δ + 1, k)

δ=0

Proof. A lookup operation comprises multiple routing steps. In each step the
obtained results are closer to the target. According to the Kademlia specification,
lookup operations have O(log n) complexity, which could lead to the conclusion
that only one bit is improved in each routing step (after each step, the lookup
result is one bit closer to the target). However, this is the worst-case scenario. In
reality, as shown by [Stutzbach and Rejaie, 2006], a contact selected in a routing
step usually matches more than one bit; thus, the number of bits improved is more
than one. More precisely, if the bucket size is k, the probability of improving at
least δ bits is:


k
1
F (δ, k) = P [X ≥ δ] = 1 − 1 − δ
2

(6.9)

The probability of improving exactly δ bits is:
f (δ, k) = P [X = δ] = F (δ, k) − F (δ + 1, k)

(6.10)

The average number of extra bits improved can be determined by calculating
the expected value of Eq.(6.10). Thus, the total number of bits improved in a
routing step is:
t(k) = 1 +

∞
X

δ · f (δ, k) = 1 +

δ=0

∞
X

δ · F (δ, k) − F (δ + 1, k)

(6.11)

δ=0

In each hop, t(k) number of bits are improved. Hence, the total number of
hops (average routing length) needed to find the target is:
l=

log2 n
t(k)

(6.12)
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Substituting Eq.(6.11) into Eq.(6.12) gives the final form of the formula.

With the routing path length (l), we can calculate the average message overhead
of a DHT lookup operation:
Lemma 6.9. Average routing path length (hop count) in Kademlia:
E[Olook ] = kpl +

kl
1 − (1 − p)k

(6.13)

Proof. Let O1 be a random variable, denoting the number of messages in a one-hop
parallel lookup. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 6.5, N is the number of timeouts
and P (N = n) = (1 − p)ω n (1−(1−p)ω ). Assuming that n timeouts happen during
the lookup, O1 = (n + 1)ω + ωp. Hence, the expected value of O1 is:
E[O1 ] =

∞
X

((n + 1)ω + ωp) P (N = n)

(6.14)

n=0

= ωp +

∞
X

(n + 1)ω(1 − p)ω n (1 − (1 − p)ω )

n=0

= ωp +

ω
1 − (1 − p)ω

Since the complete lookup operation consists of l parallel rooting steps (hops),
the number of messages incurred in the complete lookup is lE[O1 ].
Proposition 6.10. Total message overhead per service node:
R = Rstr + Rseek + Rmnt

(6.15)

Proof. The total message overhead can be divided into three components: storage
overhead, seek overhead and maintenance overhead. Next we determine each of
these components.
In a two-tier DHT, each client stores some information in the DHT. In a Kademlia DHT, stored values must be updated (restored) periodically to prevent expiration. Since each update involves performing a lookup operation, the update
frequency greatly affects the overall traffic in the network. Let the update frequency be denoted by Tt .
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Lemma 6.11. The message overhead caused by the client storage operations per
service node is:
Rstr =
Proof. A client performs

1
Tt

cE[Olook ]
nTt

(6.16)

storage operations per second in average. Each storage

operation incurs E[Olook ] messages, thus if there are c clients in the DHT, the total
message traffic caused by them due to storage operations is

cE[Olook ]
.
Tt

Dividing this

value with the number of service nodes (n), we get the storage message overhead
per service node.
Seek overhead is the message traffic caused by clients initiating DHT lookup
operations. We are going to estimate this by using a global seeks per second
parameter ϕ.
Lemma 6.12. The message overhead caused by the client seek operations per service node is:
Rseek =

cϕE[Olook ]
n

(6.17)

Proof. A client performs ϕ seek operations per second, each incurring E[Olook ]
messages. By multiplying this with the total number of clients and dividing it
with the number of services, we get the how many messages a single service node
receives due to the seek operations.
To keep their routing tables up-to-date, Kademlia nodes perform lookup operations for the buckets whose contacts have not generated any traffic for a given
period.
Lemma 6.13. The message overhead caused by the bucket refresh operations per
service node is:
Rmnt =

E[Olook ]log2 n
Trf s

(6.18)

Proof. Most Kademlia implementations refresh only non-empty buckets. If there
are n nodes in the DHT, the average number of non-empty buckets is log2 n. Each
bucket is refreshed in every Trf s seconds by performing a lookup (incurring E[Olook ]
messages) in the bucket’s key range.
The sum of Eq.(6.16), Eq.(6.17) and Eq.(6.18) gives the total message overhead.
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6.6

P2PSIP analysis

In this section, we apply the model introduced by Section 6.5.1 to investigate the
feasibility of Peer-to-peer SIP. P2PSIP, which is currently in the standardization
process, is looking for ways to implement the Session Initialization Protocol (SIP)
in a peer-to-peer fashion. SIP is a signaling protocol used for setting up multimedia
communication sessions such as voice and video calls over the IP networks in
particular the Internet. SIP uses a number of centralized servers such as proxies
and registrars that have to be maintained by a service provider.
P2PSIP replaces the fixed hierarchy of the client-server SIP with a P2P overlay
network. The overlay consists of nodes called P2PSIP peers which communicate
using P2PSIP peer protocol, such as P2PP, and run collectively a distributed
database algorithm, and store data on behalf of other nodes or users. This algorithm could be realized using a two-tier DHT.
In P2PSIP context, clients are the terminals initiating calls and the DHT stores
the clients’ contact information (IP address, port pairs). When a client goes online,
it stores its contact information in the DHT. Prior to initiating a call, the client
must initiate a seek operation to get the target’s contact information.
The experiments presented here are based on the following parameter values. The average number of phone calls per day per user measured in the US
is 9 [Verkasalo, 2006], thus ϕ =

1
.
9600

Values stored in the DHT were refreshed by

sending registrations in every hour, thus Tt = 3600. The online time for service
was set to Tonline = 19800 based on the median supernode session time observed
in Skype [Guha et al., 2006].

6.6.1

All peers in the DHT

The simplest approach is that all clients that participate in the system also participate in the DHT as service node (c = n). The most significant benefit of this
is that the load on each node is relatively low. However, as the size of the DHT
grows, the maintenance traffic and the routing latency increase.
Since the DHT consists of mobile nodes, we assume a high churn. High churn
comes from a number of factors. First, mobile nodes are sensitive to energy. Second, as the name implies, mobile nodes tend to move, and there could be frequent
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changes of IP address if the phone moves from one access point to another or if the
connection is switched from WLAN to cellular. Churn was modeled with p=0.7
(30%), which means that almost every third messages is lost.

Figure 6.5. Message overhead per node, all clients are also service nodes (n = c)

The plot in Figure 6.5 illustrates the relation between the number of nodes in
the system (n), and the message overhead per node (R). As it can be seen, the
overhead increases as more nodes enter the system. This is due to the increase
in the average routing length and the message overhead of lookup operation. The
larger the DHT, the more hops are needed to reach the target of the lookup.
Nevertheless, the scalable architecture ensures that the message overhead is evenly
distributed over the network. With one million nodes, around one message per
second is received by each node. Using the average energy per message values
equal to 0.3W [8] one message per second per each node corresponds to 1080 J of
energy per hour, which means roughly 4-5 hours of uptime with a fully charged
Nokia N95 smartphone [Nurminen and Noyranen, 2008].

6.6.2

Subset of peers in the DHT

Another strategy is that only a subset of the nodes participates in the DHT and
the rest uses the DHT as a service.
Although the processing capacity of a mobile node is quite high, excessive
processing results in high battery consumption. A complication of this strategy is
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how to elect the nodes to be part of DHT. From the mobile users point of view
being elected to the DHT is bad. The extra DHT traffic consumes the resources,
increases communication, and drains battery. So a key issue is to come up with a
strategy that allows fair participation to the DHT.

Figure 6.6. Message overhead per node with 1 million clients (c = 1000000)

Figure 6.6 shows a plot of the message overhead per node as the function of
number of service nodes in the DHT serving a network with 1 million clients. It can
be observed that having less than 10000 service nodes (1%) results in more than 2
messages per second, which, according to our battery consumption measurements,
is unacceptable in terms of energy consumption. Nevertheless, as the number of
service nodes approaches the 10% limit, the overhead decreases below 1 message
per second.

6.6.3

Server computers in the DHT

With this strategy, a subset of peers forms the DHT, just like in the previous case.
However, there is now a difference between the capabilities of the peers. In this
case, we assume that the DHT consists of powerful server computers. Thus the
DHT is used to implement the server functionality in a distribution fashion.
The typical use-case for this strategy is the mobile operator hosting the DHT.
Real life deployed DHTs used in very large scale applications, such as the Mainline
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BitTorrent DHT indicates that the solution has the potential to scale up to support
a massive number of users.
Because the devices forming the DHT are server computers, we assume that
the DHT is very stable. Churn is small and arises mainly from hardware faults
and maintenance actions. We used p=0.99 (1%) for the plots. Figure 6.7 shows
the message overhead on service nodes in a one million user DHT. Since PC based
servers can serve much higher number of requests than mobile devices, far less
service nodes are required in the DHT.

Figure 6.7. Message overhead per node with 1 million clients (c = 1000000) and powerful
service nodes

6.6.4

Other observations

Table 6.2 classifies the traffic experienced by DHT nodes by type. It shows the
quantitative predications for a few typical configurations. The first column shows
the baseline case where a single (virtual) server is handling the whole traffic. The
second column shows some sample numbers when we assume that the DHT consists
of 50 nodes. The last column shows the data for the ”everybody in the DHT” case,
having 10 million clients and 10 million service nodes.
As it can be seen the registration traffic is the main source of the load in the
first two cases. Therefore it would be tempting to reduce the need for periodic
re-registration. Unfortunately, a longer re-registration period increases the probability that the DHT contains outdated data. To find the optimum point, we would
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require further understanding of the user behavior since the registration need arises
when the user no longer is accessible at the IP address that was previously stored
in the DHT.
The main difference in the third case is the increase of the maintenance overhead. While using 10 million service nodes greatly reduced the message overhead
per node for the call and registration traffic, more DHT nodes resulted in much
higher maintenance traffic.
We also analyzed the case how traffic per node varies as a function of the
percentage of nodes in DHT in the 10 million nodes case. Our results show that
when the percentage increases the traffic per node starts to drop dramatically.
However, after 3% there is hardly any effect. In fact after 6% the traffic per node
starts to slightly increase due to the maintenance traffic. This data suggests that
the optimum percentage of nodes in DHT is around 1-2%. A larger DHT does not
create any benefit but instead adds complexity and forces more and more nodes
to be in the DHT. A better strategy would to rotate the nodes that participate
in the DHT according to some fair mechanism. In the simplest case it could be
a round robin approach and in the more complicated strategies we could take the
nodes current battery level and participation history into account.
Traffic type

10 million users,
1 service node

10 million users,
50 service nodes

Rreg
Rcall
Rmnt
R

41213
14167
∼0
55380

1052
362
0.1
1414

10 million users,
10 million service nodes
0.021
0.007
1.848
1.877

Table 6.2. Message overhead in networks with different configurations

6.7

Conslusion

In this chapter, we have investigated the feasibility of using mobile devices in
Kademlia based DHTs. We have shown how the message traffic affects the energy
consumption and introduced the sloppy message dropping mechanism which can
enable mobile devices to participate in the DHT with reduced energy consump-
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tion. We have also shown that unless the ratio of mobile nodes is really high, the
introduction of sloppy peers does not have a significant effect on the performance
of fixed peers. Another solution we have discussed is the two-tier DHT concept,
in which not all nodes are part of the DHT. We have created an analytical model
and investigated several practical scenarios for P2PSIP.
The results of this chapter are summarized by Thesis IV, whose two subtheses
are defined in Section 8.1.4.1 and Section 8.1.4.2.

Chapter

7

Practical Application of the
Scientific Results
The thesis describe mechanisms and protocols for real-life problems and actual
use-cases. The two existing peer-to-peer protocols related to the dissertation are
the most widely used solutions in their field (BitTorrent for content sharing and
Kademlia for DHTs). Since the majority of the research was carried out in cooperation with Nokia Research Center and Nokia Siemens Networks, it was a prerequisite
that the results could be utilized in real-life use-cases. ProxyTorrent and BurstTorrent have fully functional protocol implementations, which were tested in real
networks. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that the first mobile DHT and
BitTorrent clients are also the proof of this work.
ProxyTorrent was implemented and tested on actual router devices and mobile
phones with real-life torrents. A future goal is to release an easily installable
package which enable users to quickly setup a proxy on their home routers.
SymTorrent is the world’s first mobile BitTorrent client, which was implemented as a side-track parallel to ProxyTorrent. SymTorrent was released as an
open source application and was downloaded more than 500.000 times to date.
Nowadays it is still being used by several thousands of users with Symbian based
mobile devices.
Although BurstTorrent, the protocol described in Chapter 5, was implemented
only as a simulation, the phenomenon on which it is based on was observed, validated and measured using SymTorrent in real-life networks. Furthermore, in
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cooperation with Nokia, we have published an international patent on the mechanism [27].
The sloppy DHT mechanism described in Chapter 6 was implemented in a
mobile client, resulting in the first mobile DHT client. This was also released as
an open source project which was reused by other research groups, including the
University of Stirling, Oulu University and Aalborg University. The sloppy DHT
mechanism was also published in an international patent [28].

Chapter

8

Conclusions
8.1

Summary

I have summarized the results of this work in four theses. I have proven the results
with mathematical and engineering methods, and I have applied them in industrial
projects in cooperation with Nokia Research Center and Nokia Siemens Networks.

8.1.1

Thesis I

Related publications: [2][1][12][14][24]
8.1.1.1

Subthesis 1.1

I have created an analytical model for determining the steady state properties of
a ProxyTorrent swarm purely based on the components of a 12-tuple describing
the system. I have created a discrete event simulation model and verified the
correctness of the analytical model via simulations.
8.1.1.2

Subthesis 1.2

I have deduced the following constraints from the model for setting the upload/download buffer sizes, and verified the results with simulations. In order
to achieve upload utilization f , the upload buffer size Bu should be set according
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to:
Bu ≥

−P ln(1 − f )
α

To achieve full download utilization, the download buffer size Bd must fulfill the
following constraint, where β is the maximum number of peers which are unchoking
and serving the client at any given time:
(
Bd ≥
8.1.1.3

Cd dUL e

if C ≥ β

βd dUL e

if C < β

Subthesis 1.3

I have defined an adaptive buffer allocation strategy that can be used if the swarm
characteristics are unknown. I have shown via simulations that it finds buffer ratios
matching the values given by the analytical model and that it can achieve shorter
download times compared with the static allocation in dynamically changing networks.

8.1.2

Thesis II

Related publications: [3][4][5][6][7][10][15][19]
8.1.2.1

Subthesis 2.1

I have implemented a working prototype of ProxyTorrent and shown it with measurements that ProxyTorrent results in lower energy consumption in comparison
with a standard BitTorrent client if the standard client cannot download continuously at maximum speed. I have shown that energy saving depends on the transfer
speed difference between the two systems, and that increasing the chunk size can
lower the total energy consumption.
8.1.2.2

Subthesis 2.2

I have designed and evaluated a distributed version of ProxyTorrent, in which
multiple proxies cooperate to serve a single mobile device. I have shown it with
measurements that if one proxy cannot serve the complete bandwidth of the mobile
client, using more proxies results in energy saving. I have shown that synchronizing
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the starting time of the cooperating proxies results in lower energy consumption.
I have defined a model for determining the energy consumption of transferring a
torrent to mobile devices using distributed BitTorrent proxies and shown that the
model is in line with the measurements.

8.1.3

Thesis III

Related publications: [9][17][18][21][25][27]
8.1.3.1

Subthesis 3.1

I have designed the BurstTorrent content sharing protocol and shown with simulations that using BurstTorrent results in lower energy consumption than transferring
the same amount of content via standard BitTorrent if the device cannot download from the swarm at full speed. I have given a bandwidth calculation method
to schedule transfers in BurstTorrent and shown via simulations, that it ensures
that regular peers are not penalized by BurstTorrent.
8.1.3.2

Subthesis 3.2

I have proven that finding the maximum BA-matching (MAXBAM) with degree
n > 2 is NP-hard by giving a polynomial-time reduction from the NP-hard maximum independent set problem. I have given an approximation algorithm for
finding the maximum k-cover BA-matching and shown that its worst case perforP
mance guarantee is R ≥ OPk T − 21 − ki=3 k−1
, where R denotes the degree of the
i
matching given by the algorithm and OPT denotes the degree of the matching in
the optimal (maximal) solution. I have also shown that the time complexity of
this algorithm is O(mn), where n = |A|, m = |B|.

8.1.4

Thesis IV

Related publications: [8][11][13][20][22][26][28]
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Subthesis 4.1

I have implemented a mobile Kademlia client and shown with measurements that
by dropping incoming messages with a fixed probability Pdrop , the message traffic
and the energy consumption of the mobile clients can be reduced without modifying
the DHT protocol used by the existing nodes. I have shown that sloppy peers can
participate in the DHT and that the lookup latency for individual sloppy peers
only slightly depends on the value of Pdrop if the ratio of sloppy peers is low. I have
given a mathematical model on calculating the expected lookup latency E[Llook ].
8.1.4.2

Subthesis 4.2

I have defined az analytical model for calculating the message overhead in two-tier
DHTs based on Kademlia. I have shown that R = Rstr + Rseek + Rmnt . I have
given closed form equations for Rstr , Rseek and Rmnt .

8.2

Future work

Thesis I and II covers ProxyTorrent, a BitTorrent proxy which improves the energy
efficiency of the participating mobile clients. I have presented an analytical model
which allows evaluating certain swarm setups and calculating the upload/download
buffer ratios of the limited proxy devices. There are many parameters that control
the operation of the system and understanding better how each of them influences
the operation would still need further experimentation. It is possible that the
optimal values for the parameters vary as a function of torrent properties and as
a function of the phone context. Developing adaptive algorithms that tune the
parameters into different settings is one interesting topic for further work. On the
practical side, additional work would still be needed to package the solution to a
form which would allow easy deployment to users.
Thesis III focuses on BurstTorrent, which extends BitTorrent with scheduled
transfers and bursty communication. BurstTorrent was implemented in a simulator, thus a working prototype could be the the next step of future work. Testing
the client in a real environment on mobile devices can reveal possible weaknesses
and validate our current findings. Extending BurstTorrent to enable data transfer
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among bursty peers would also require further research. This feature could only be
implemented with the ability to accept incoming connections on the devices (not
possible in most mobile network), and might not improve download times to the
desirable extent since transfers can only be scheduled for active periods. Negotiating several parallel transfers for the same time would be possible only in rare cases.
The next step could be extending the scheduling mechanism so that regular peers
can accept multiple schedule requests simultaneously, which can result in better
download times and smaller delays for bursty peers.
Thesis IV deals with using Kademlia-based DHTs in mobile environments. Refining the message dropping mechanism by experimenting with different message
dropping probabilities for different peers and message types could be a part of
future work. Dropping messages based on the energy level of the device makes
sense: the less energy reserve a device has, the higher the probability it drops a
message. Evaluating the solution with other DHT protocols is also a potential field
of research. The P2P SIP evaluations, based on the two-tier DHT model, could
also be extended and validated via simulations.
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